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Dans l’univers soudain rendu à son silence, les milles petites voix émerveillées
de la terre s’élèvent. Appels inconscients et secrets, invitations de tous les
visages, ils sont l’envers nécessaire et le prix de la victoire. Il n’y a pas de soleil
sans ombre, et il faut connâıtre la nuit. L’homme absurde dit oui et son effort
n’aura plus cesse.

Albert Camus, Le mythe de Sisyphe
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Abstract

DNA origami is a technique used to build bio-compatible structures at the nanometer scale
with remarkable ease and precision. The technique consists in letting self-assemble a carefully
designed network of DNA strands.

The key step in DNA origami design is the positioning of crossovers, which constrains the
structure geometrically to adopt the desired shape. This important task is made difficult by
the peculiar geometry of the DNA double helix. Software and empirical patterns have been
proposed to assist the designer, yielding to increasingly complex structures. However, the
limited precision of these rules forces the DNA origami design process to involve several passes
of validation using simulation software, as well as several experimental trials of assembly and
characterization (by atomic force or electron microscopy) before obtaining the desired shape
with a satisfying precision and yield.

In this work, we lead a reflection on what constitutes a good software for designing DNA
origami. Our goal is to provide an edition interface that allows crossovers locations to be
directly deduced from the geometry of the intended shape. To that end, we develop a model
of DNA nanostructures that is simple enough to be manipulated through intuitive interfaces,
without compromising on precision and fine-tuning. We also develop a new geometrical model
for curved DNA helices allowing a new nature-inspired spiral-based method for routing helices
along curved surfaces. We have implemented all these new methods in our new software,
ENSnano.

We provide experimental evidence of their efficiency by designing and accurately assem-
bling origami with unprecedentedly complex 3D curvatures.
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Résumé en Français

La technique de l’origami ADN est utilisée pour construire des structures bio-compatibles avec
une facilité et une précision remarquables à l’échelle du nanomètre. La technique consiste à
faire s’auto-assembler un ensemble de brins d’ADN dont les séquences sont soigneusement
choisies dans ce but.

La difficulté principale de la technique est le positionnement des crossing-overs qui im-
posent à la structure des contraintes géométriques dont résulte sa forme. Cette tâche es-
sentielle est compliquée par la géométrie singulière de la double hélice d’ADN. Des logiciels
facilitant le travail de conception et des règles empiriques ont permis la production d’objets de
plus en plus complexes. Cependant, du fait de la précision limitée de ces outils, la conception
d’un origami ADN implique le plus souvent plusieurs passes de validation par des logiciels de
simulations physiques, ainsi que plusieurs essais d’assemblage et de caractérisation (par mi-
croscopie à force atomique ou par microscopie électronique) avant d’obtenir la forme souhaitée
avec une précision et un rendement satisfaisants.

Dans cette thèse, nous menons une réflexion sur ce qui constitue un bon logiciel pour
la conception d’origamis ADN. Notre objectif est de proposer une interface permettant de
déduire la position des crossing-overs directement de la géométrie de la forme souhaitée. Nous
développons un modèle des nanostructures ADN qui est suffisamment simple pour pouvoir être
manipulé via des interfaces utilisateur intuitives, sans compromis sur la précision nécessaire
pour affiner les designs. Nous développons en particulier un nouveau modèle géométrique pour
les hélices d’ADN courbes. Ce modèle nous a permis de développer une nouvelle méthode,
inspirée de structures naturelles, pour couvrir, avec des hélices d’ADN, des surfaces courbes
auparavant inaccessibles. Nous avons implémenté toutes ces méthodes dans notre nouveau
logiciel : ENSnano.

Nous démontrons expérimentalement l’efficacité de nos méthodes en concevant et en as-
semblant des origamis ADN présentant des courbures tridimensionnelles d’une complexité
sans précédent.
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Résumé long en Français

L’ADN est la molécule biologique qui sert de support de l’information génétique des êtres
vivants. Sa structure moléculaire consiste en deux brins enroulés l’un autour de l’autre pour
former une double hélice. Ces brins sont une succession de monomères appelés nucléotides et
contenant chacun une base azotée. La cohésion des deux brins de la double hélice est permise
par l’existence d’une affinité chimique entre les bases dites complémentaires. La double hélice
d’ADN peut donc aussi être vue comme une succession de paires de bases.

En 1982, Nadrian Seeman a introduit l’idée d’utiliser cette affinité chimique entre bases
complémentaires pour créer des structures artificielles faites de brins d’ADN. Dans ces struc-
tures, chaque brin est spécialement conçu pour s’appareiller à plusieurs autres et former ainsi
un réseau cristallin. L’applicabilité de l’idée de Seeman fut démontrée expérimentalement
quelques années plus tard ce qui marqua la fondation d’un nouveau champs de recherche
scientifique appelé nanotechnologie ADN.

En 2006, Paul Rothemund publia une méthode appelée “Origami ADN” permettant de
créer des nanostructures ADN à partir d’une longue molécule circulaire d’ADN viral et de
plusieurs petits brins synthétiques. Du fait de sa robustesse et la simplicité de sa mise en
place expérimentale, cette technique est devenue centrale dans les nanotechnologies ADN.

L’étape cruciale dans la conception d’un origami ADN est le choix des positions auxquelles
les brins d’ADN passent d’une hélice à une autre. Ces changement d’hélices, appelés crossing-
overs, sont la source des contraintes géométriques imposées à la structure et dont résulte sa
forme. Le positionnement des crossing-overs est donc une tâche essentielle. Cette tâche est
cependant rendue difficile par la géométrie particulière de la double-hélice d’ADN. En effet, les
crossing-overs doivent être positionnés de sorte à relier deux nucléotides suffisamment proches
sur chacune des deux hélices impliquées. Les liaisons covalentes entre deux nucléotides étant
rigides, essayer de relier deux nucléotides distants provoquerait des contraintes physiques non
désirables pouvant diminuer les chances que la structure s’assemble avec la forme voulue.

Pour assister les concepteurs et conceptrices d’origami ADN dans le positionnement
des crossing-overs, il existe des règles basées sur des approximations de la géométrie de la
double hélice, ainsi que des logiciels de conception assistée par ordinateurs (CAO). Avec le
temps, ces outils ont permis la réalisation d’objets de plus en plus complexes. Toutefois,
du fait de leur précision limitée, la conception d’un origami ADN implique généralement
plusieurs passes de validations par des logiciels de simulations physiques, ainsi que plusieurs
tentatives d’assemblage et de caractérisation (par microscopie à force atomique ou par
microscopie électronique) avant d’obtenir la forme souhaitée avec une précision et un
rendement satisfaisant.

Dans cette thèse, nous menons une réflexion sur ce qui constitue un bon logiciel pour
la conception d’origamis ADN, et nous proposons une méthode de conception dans laquelle
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le positionnement des crossing-overs se fait directement à partir d’un modèle géométrique
des doubles hélices d’ADN. Notre modèle s’applique également aux doubles-hélices d’ADN
courbes à l’aide de nouvelles méthodes que nous introduisons dans ce document. Le
développement mathématique de ces méthodes s’accompagne d’une implémentation dans
notre logiciel ENSnano, ainsi que de validations expérimentales démontrant l’efficacité de
notre approche.

La première partie de cette thèse constitue une introduction aux nanotechnologies
ADN.

Après avoir introduit quelques notions fondamentales de biologie moléculaire, nous
présentons l’histoire des nanotechnologies ADN ainsi que certaines de leurs applications.

Nous présentons ensuite en détails la technique de l’Origami ADN ainsi que les méthodes
de conceptions les plus fréquemment utilisées.

Enfin, nous nous penchons sur l’état de l’art en matière de logiciels de CAO pour les
nanotechnologies ADN. Sur la base de cet état de l’art, nous établissons nos besoins en terme
d’interface utilisateur et de modèle géométrique pour notre logiciel ENSnano.

La deuxième partie de ce document établit les fondations de notre logiciel.
Nous nous penchons d’abord sur les structures de données existant dans d’autres logiciels

afin de déterminer une structure de donnée adaptée à la représentation de designs de nanos-
tructures ADN. Nous proposons alors une structure hiérarchique de ces objets, basées sur la
notion de grilles pour positionner dans l’espace les hélices portant la structure. À l’instar
de logiciels pré-existants, nous utilisons une structure de donnée dans laquelle la topologie
du design est représentée séparément de sa forme 3D. La structure que nous proposons se
démarque en permettant de représenter facilement les différents composants d’une structure
et de les positionner librement dans l’espace. Nous présentons ensuite comment déduire de
notre structure de donnée les positions dans l’espace des nucléotides le long des doubles hélices
droites.

La connaissance des positions dans l’espace des nucléotides nous permet de développer
plusieurs moteurs physiques pouvant être intégrés directement au logiciel. Nous proposons
ainsi un outil permettant d’ajuster automatiquement la rotation des hélices autour de leur
axe afin de minimiser les distances entre nucléotides reliés par des crossing-overs. Nous
développons également un moteur de simulation de physique du solide que nous appliquons
aux doubles hélices du design afin de tester sa stabilité. Le but de ce moteur n’est pas de
déduire la forme de la structure à partir de sa topologie, mais de vérifier si la forme telle que
représentée dans le logiciel a de bonnes chances d’être obtenue expérimentalement ou non.
Enfin, nous offrons un troisième outil, également basé sur des simulations de physique du
solide, permettant de positionner dans l’espace les différents composants de designs réalisés
dans des logiciels n’incorporant pas d’informations sur la géométrie dans leur format de fichier.

Nous terminons la deuxième partie par une présentation de la première version publique
de notre logiciel. Une particularité d’ENSnano est d’utiliser simultanément deux interfaces
pour visualiser et éditer le design. ENSnano offre ainsi une vue 3D dans laquelle il est possible
d’observer et d’interagir avec l’organisation spatiale des éléments de la structure, ainsi qu’une
interface 2D inspirée de celle du logiciel cadnano et permettant d’interagir avec le design au
travers d’une représentation abstraite de sa topologie. Cette interface 2D “à la cadnano” est,
en général, la plus ergonomique pour les opérations d’éditions les plus courantes. L’interface
3D d’ENSnano est quant à elle, particulièrement utile pour certaines opérations spécifiques
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(comme la création d’un crossing-over entre deux hélices non parallèles) pour lesquelles
une visualisation en 3D est indispensable. Nous terminons la présentation de notre logiciel
par une démonstration de son efficacité en concevant dans ENSnano puis en assemblant
expérimentalement avec succès un origami ADN fait de deux couches d’hélices non parallèles.
La facilité et la précision avec laquelle un tel design peut être conçu dans ENSnano permet
à notre logiciel de se démarquer des autres solutions existantes.

Dans la troisième et dernière partie, nous développons des méthodes permettant de
concevoir dans ENSnano des origamis avec des formes courbes.

Nous commençons par présenter les polynômes de Tchebychev. Ces objets mathématiques
fréquemment utilisés en analyse numérique nous permettent d’interpoler, représenter et
stocker efficacement des chemins courbes.

Nous présentons ensuite notre nouveau modèle géométrique pour les doubles-hélices
d’ADN courbes. Nous développons un algorithme pour équiper des lignes courbes d’un repère
“paresseusement adaptatif”, que nous utilisons pour générer les positions dans l’espace des
nucléotides d’une double-hélice d’ADN dont l’axe suit une trajectoire courbe arbitraire en
3D.

Nous nous servons ensuite de ce modèle pour concevoir un origami ADN fait de six hélices
suivant une courbe de Bézier fermée et décrivant un carrée avec des angles bouclés .

Nous développons enfin une nouvelle méthode pour recouvrir avec des hélices d’ADN des
surfaces de révolution torsadées. L’innovation de cette méthode est d’utiliser des chemins en
forme de spirales ce qui permet une meilleure flexibilité que les méthodes précédentes basées
sur des anneaux concentriques. À l’aide de cette nouvelle technique nous assemblons une série
d’origamis ADN présentant des formes d’une complexité sans précédent : des tores torsadées,
dont la section elliptique effectue plusieurs rotations sur elle même au cours d’une révolution ;
ainsi que deux designs chacun réalisant deux sphères concentriques reliées par deux tunnels
dont le rayon est plus petit que le plus petit rayon de courbure jamais observé dans la nature
pour une double hélice d’ADN.
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Table of symbols

Symbol Unit/Space Meaning

a a is a vector (lowercase)
A A is a matrix (uppercase)
aT Transpose of vector a
x̄ x̄ is an Approximation of an integral by a Riemann

sum

f̃ R→ R or R f̃ is a Chebyshev interpolation of f , or is a value
that was computed using a Chebyshev interpolation

f↔ R→ f(R) A function obtained by performing a change of vari-
able on f

ḟ The derivative of f with respect to time df
dt

ℜ(z) R Real part of the complex number z
∥ · ∥2 Euclidean norm
[x] Z x rounded to the nearest integer
⌊x⌋ Z Largest integer ⩽ x
{x} [0, 1[ fractional part of x: x− ⌊x⌋
Rn[X] The set of polynomials with real coefficients and

degree ⩽ n
SO3(R) The set of right-handed, orthonormal real 3×3 ma-

trices
Mn(R) The set of real n× n matrices
O R3 Origin of the axis of a helix/ Origin of a grid
F SO3(R) Frame associated to a helix/grid
Qa(θ) SO3(R) Matrix associated to the rotation of angle θ around

axis a.
Γ Z2 → R2 The lattice associated to a grid
∆ nanometers Rise of a DNA helix
α radians Twist of a DNA helix
ρ radians Roll of a DNA helix
H nanometers Inter-helix-axis distance

Table of abbreviations

AFM Atomic Force Microscope
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy
TAE Buffer solution with Tris, Acetic acid and EDTA
Mg Magnesium
Ni Nickel
mM/µM/nM millimole/micromole/nanomole per liter
min minute
bp base pair
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
SST Single-Stranded Tiles
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Chapter 1

DNA and DNA nanotechnologies

1.1 Molecular structure of DNA

It is known since Frederick Griffith’s experiment in 1928 [Gri28] that DNA is the molecular
support of genetic information. The molecular structure of DNA was however discovered much
later, in 1953. That year, the iconic X-ray photograph known as “Photo 51” (Figure 1.1)
taken by Raymond Gosling as he was working under the direction of Rosalind Franklin [FG53],
allowed James Watson and Francis Crick to publish the first ever correct modeling of the
structure of B-form DNA [WC53].

DNA strands are polymers made of repeating monomeric units called nucleotides. Each
nucleotide contains a nitrogenous base called nucleobase or simply base linked to a sugar
(more precisely a deoxyribose) and a phosphate group. Together, the sugar and phosphate
group form the segment of the strand’s backbone (Figure 1.2).

On the backbone, the third carbon atom of the sugar of a nucleotide connects to the
phosphate group of the next nucleotide, and the phosphate group of a nucleotide connects to
the fifth carbon atom of its own sugar.

In non-cyclic strands, one end of the strand, called the 5’ end of the strand, is terminated
by the phosphate group of the nucleotide, while the other, called the 3’ end of the strand,

Figure 1.1: X-ray diagram of a salt of B-form of DNA as published by Franklin and
Gosling in [FG53]. This iconic image known as “Photo 51” was a key element leading to the
characterization of the structure of B-form DNA.
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Figure 1.2: Structure of the DNA molecule. (a): Schematic representation of the structure
of a DNA strand, adapted from [WC53]. (b): The molecular structure of a DNA strand.
(c): Drawing of a DNA double helix made of two hybridized strands, as published in [WC53]
(d): Molecular structure of a DNA double helix, showing two reverse complementary strands
and the hydrogen bonds (dotted lines) between them. Panel extracted from Wikipedia https:

//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DNA_chemical_structure-1-.fr.svg.

is terminated by a hydroxyl group connected to the third carbon of the nucleotide’s sugar.
A consequence is that the two ends of DNA strands are distinguishable which means that
strands are oriented. By convention, the orientation of a strand goes from the 5’ end to the
3’ end, which corresponds to the order in which strands are assembled by DNA polymerases
in living organisms.

Base pairs. The nitrogenous base of a nucleotide can either be Adenine (A), Thymine (T),
Cytosine (C) or Guanine (G). There exists chemical affinities between Adenine and Thymine,
and between Cytosine or Guanine, that allow bases to bind to each other by hydrogen bonds,
forming what is called a “Watson-Crick” base pair.

In its most common natural form, the DNA molecule is made of two strands that bind
to each other, forming a double helix with a radius of 1 nm, a rise of 0.334 nm per base pair
and making a full turn every 10.44 base pairs on average. The two strands of the helix go in
opposite directions. We say that the two strands of the helix are the reverse complement of
one another (Figure 1.2d).

It is important to note that in B-form DNA, the two strands are not diametrically opposed.
For this reason the spaces between the two strands, called grooves, are not equally wide. The
ratio between the width of the major and the minor groove (measured along the axis of the
helix) is almost exactly 7:4 [WDT+80], meaning that the major groove is 2.2 nm wide while
the minor groove is 1.2 nm wide (Figure 1.3b).

In addition to hydrogen bonds, the stability of the DNA double helix is ensured by stacking
interactions between consecutive base. These stacking interactions also account for the greater
rigidity of the double helix [Por91] compared to single-stranded DNA.

Melting and hybridization of DNA strands. In a hot enough medium, the two strands
of the double helix will separate in a process called denaturation or melting of DNA. This is
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(a) The canonical Watson-Crick base pairs (b) Font view of the major and minor
groove

Figure 1.3: The major and minor grooves of the DNA double helix. a: The two Watson-
Crick base pairs. Notice that the backbone of the nucleotides are not diametrically opposed.
b: Space filling representations of the DNA double helix from a point of view facing the major
(Left) or minor (Right) groove. The bases are highlighted in orange in the major groove and
in red in the minor groove. Panel b is adapted from a figure in [WDT+80].

because at high temperature, the chemical energy of the hydrogen bonds do not compensate
for the entropy gained by separating the two strands. The temperature at which the strands
separate depends on salt concentration in the solution [SL65]. At low salt concentrations,
the melting temperature of DNA is around 65°C. Conversely, if two complementary single
strands of DNA are present in solution at a low enough temperature, they will spontaneously
hybridize to form a double helix.

Gel electrophoresis. Because of the presence of phosphate groups on the backbone,
the DNA molecule is negatively charged in non-acidic solutions. As a consequence, DNA
molecules will move when submitted to an electric field. This can be used to sort DNA
strands in a process called gel electrophoresis.

The DNA fragments to be sorted are placed in well on one side of an agarose gel and
an electric field is run through the gel that will make the fragments migrate through the
gel. DNA can then be localized on the gel by using a fluorescent molecule that binds to it.
Placing the gel under a UV light will then reveal the positions of the DNA fragments. When
the strands present in the solution can be sorted in groups of distinct sizes, clear separated
“bands” will appear on the gel (Figure 1.4).

The speed at which the fragments move along the gel is usually strongly correlated to their
lengths and the process can be used to discriminate the strands by size. Gel electrophoresis
can for example be used to test the presence or absence in a solution of a DNA fragment
with a known length. In that case a molecular ladder is used. The molecular ladder is a
solution containing a range of DNA fragments of known lengths. By comparing the positions
of the fragments in the tested solution with those of the molecular scale, their lengths can be
inferred.
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Figure 1.4: An electrophoresis gel under a UV light. Ethidium Bromide (EtBr) has been
added to the gel. EtBr binds to DNA and fluoresces in red-orange under UV. Photographs
of electrophoresis gel usually show the well on top, meaning that lower bands correspond
to fragment that migrate faster in the gel. Photo by Mnolf - Photo taken in Innsbruck, Austria, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1131449

DNA replication. As it was famously intuited by Watson and Crick, the double-stranded
structure of DNA “immediately suggests a mechanism for replication” [WC53]. Indeed, the
sequence of each strand of the double helix can be deduced from the other by bases comple-
mentarity. The DNA replication mechanism starts with the two strands of the Double-helix
being separated, allowing a DNA polymerase to bind to each of them. The DNA polymerase
is the principal actor of the replication. It reads the strand to which it is attached and
simultaneously synthesizes its reverse complement (Figure 1.5).

In living cells, DNA replication involves a complex molecular machinery[PO07]. However,
the DNA polymerase alone can be used to replicate DNA strands in vitro by a method called
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) invented by Kary Mullis in 1983 (Figure 1.5b).

The PCR technique is fundamental in molecular biology. It can be used to detect the
presence of- and/or duplicate specific regions on large DNA molecule, which has a wide range
of applications, including diagnostics and forensic science [ZZX+20].

Holliday junctions. In 1964, Robin Holliday proposed a model for explaining the mech-
anism of gene exchanges between distinct DNA molecules [Hol64]. Holliday postulated that
these exchanges were made possible by the existence of an intermediate structure involving the
four strands of two double DNA helices with similar sequences. In the postulated structure,
the strands of the two helices are separated and recombined into a cross-shaped structure
(Figure 1.6). In the 1970s, the structure was proven to exist by electron microscopy evidence
(Figure 1.6c), and was named Holliday junction.

The Holliday junction is an example of a complex were each strand is connected to several
others. To think about this kind of structure, it helps to divide the strands into domains. A
domain is a region of a strand that binds to a region of another strand. This other region is
called the complementary domain.

It is also simpler to make abstraction of the geometry of the DNA double helix and to
simply represent the DNA strands as broken lines, where each segment of the line represents
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(a) Simplified representation of DNA replication in the cell.

(b) Principle of the PCR

Figure 1.5: DNA replication by DNA polymerases. a: Schematic representation of the mech-
anism of DNA replication in the cell. The helicase separate the two strands of the double
helix, and both strands are separately duplicated by a DNA polymerase. b Exponential am-
plification of DNA by PCR. DNA is put in solution with DNA polymerases, single nucleotides
(dNTPs) and primers that are complementary to the limit of the region of interest. The so-
lution is then heated to separate the two DNA strands (denaturation), and temperature is
lowered so that the primers can attach to the target DNA template (annealing). The DNA
polymerases attach to the primer/template duplex and duplicate the template (extensions).
Several cycles of this reaction can be made sequentially, leading to an exponential duplica-
tion of the DNA material. Panel a by Christinelmiller, CC BY-SA 4.0 ¡https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0¿, via
Wikimedia Commons Panel b by Enzoklop - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=96042657
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.6: Structure of the Holliday junction. a: Molecular structure of the Holliday
junction. b: Schematic representation of the Holiday junction. The strands are drawn as
colored broken lines, each segment representing a domain of the strand. Base pairs are
represented as short parallel segments between the complementary domains. The black arrows
around the strands indicate the 5′ → 3′ direction. c: Electron microscopy imaging of a Holliday
junction, from [PD79].
Panel a By Zephyris on en.wikipedia.org, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2426907 Panel b from
Public Domain: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=11289732

a domain of the strand, as in Figure 1.6b.

Finally, when domains are named, the star symbol ‘∗’ is used to designate the reverse
complement: The domain A∗ is the reverse complement of domain A.

1.2 DNA nanotechnologies

Foundations. In 1982, Ned Seeman introduced the idea that using Watson-Crick base
pairing could be used to design synthetic DNA strands that would assemble into lattices with
crystalline structure [See82] (Figure 1.7a). Seeman’s motivations at the time was to use DNA
as a template for protein crystallization (Figure 1.7b).

(a) Seeman’s four-ways junctions (b) DNA-templated protein crystallization

Figure 1.7: The beginning of DNA nanotechnology. a: A four way junction that can assemble
into a lattice as described by Ned Seeman [See82]. b: Seeman’s motivation was to use DNA
as a template for protein crystallization.

In order for the strands to assemble into a lattice, the sequence of the strands would
be designed so that each strand binds to several others forming a structure similar to the
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Figure 1.8: Early DNA nanostructures. a: A three arm junction, as imagined and assembled
by Ned Seeman [See82, KMS83]. b: Schematic representation of a three-way junction. The
strands are represented as broken lines where each segment represents a domain of the strand.
The black lines represent H-bond between complementary domains. c: A DNA cube made of
three arm junctions assembled in 1991 [CS91]. d: Schematic representation of the structure
of the DNA cube using a stereographic projection. The dotted black lines separate comple-
mentary domains. Panels a and c are extracted from a presentation by Lulu Qian (2016).

Holliday junction (Figure 1.7a).
The year after, Seeman experimentally demonstrated the realizability of his idea by de-

signing strands that assemble into stable four-arms junctions [KMS83], thus founding the field
of DNA nanotechnologies.

In 1991, the first artificial 3D DNA nanostructure was assembled [CS91]. It was a cube
made of 6 strands, one per face, that each had 4 domains, one per edge of the face (Figure 1.8).
Domains that were associated to the same edge were designed to be complementary to each
other.

Molecular computing. In 1993, Leonard Adleman, as he was studying the fundamentals
of molecular biology, was amazed by what he learned about the DNA polymerase. He felt that
its behavior was analogous to that of a Turing machine, an abstract machine that computes by
reading and writing to a linear tape [Adl98]. This motivated him to explore the computational
capabilities of DNA and enzymes.

To do so, he decided to tackle the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path in a graph
(i.e. a path that goes through every vertex exactly once), a problem of notoriously high
combinatorics. His strategy [Adl94] was as follows:

• To encode a graph G = (V,E) with DNA strands, each vertex X ∈ V would be associ-
ated to a strand with two domains X− and X+, and each edge between two vertices A
and B would be encoded by a strand with domains A∗

+ and B∗
−.

• In solution, the strands would then randomly attach by base complementarity, forming
random valid paths. The path would then be ligated by a Ligase, amplified by PCR,
and filtered by length using gel electrophoresis, selecting only the paths of length |V |.

• For each vertex X ∈ V , the selected paths would be filtered by a process using labelled
probe that would filter-out any paths that does not contain the sequence corresponding
to X. In the end, the remaining paths would contain all the vertices and have a length
equal to |V |, which means that they would all be Hamiltonian paths.
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Using this procedure, Adleman was able to find a Hamiltonian path on a graph with 7
vertices and 14 edges, proving the applicability of his method [Adl94].

DNA tiles and Algorithmic self-assembly. Among the achievements of the early years
of DNA nanotechnology, is the double-crossover DNA tiles [FS93] that could be used as a
building block for larger self-assembling structure.

In 1998, Eric Winfree designed a self assembling 2D lattice of DNA strands [WLWS98].
The lattice was made of a repeating pattern of tiles. Each tile was made of four strands, and
terminated on both sides with sticky ends: domains that are complementary to the sticky
ends of another tile. This allows the tiles to attach, growing into a self assembling lattice
(Figure 1.9).

The behavior of DNA tiles in this assembly is reminiscent of Wang’s tiles [Wan61] and
cellular automata theory. This is not a coincidence: In his Thesis [Win98], Winfree devel-
oped a computational model similar to Wang’s tile and called abstract Tile Assembly Model
(aTAM). He proved that the aTAM was able to simulate any algorithm, and used the 2D
self-assembly as a proof that this model of computation could be implemented with molecular
tiles made of DNA.

This was not the first time that the computational power of DNA was investigated since
Adleman’s work(e.g. [BDLS96, Rot96]), but Winfree’s approach stands out by the simplicity
of its experimental implementations. In the other approaches, use of enzymes and many
experimental steps are required. In contrast, in Winfree’s model, the computation is done by
the attachment of the DNA tiles, and the result of the computation can be read in the final
assembly. This allows the computation to be driven by a “one-pot” reaction [Win98].

In 2004, Paul Rothemund and Winfree designed a set of DNA tiles that assembles into a
fractal pattern: a Sierpinski triangle [RPW04]. This was done by designing a set of abstract
tile that implemented a Cellular Automaton whose cell update according to the exclusive or
(XOR) pattern (Figure1.10). This constituted the first experimental proof that the aTAM
could be used to assemble complex pattern out of simple DNA tiles.

Remarkable latter successes in the field of molecular computing include: a cargo-sorting
DNA robot [TLJ+17]; implementations of neural network computations with DNA [QWB11,
CQ18]; the realization of a molecular 5-bits counter [Eva14] (Figure 1.11b); and the real-
ization of a single programmable set of DNA tiles that implements a wide variety of 6-bits
algorithms [WDM+19] (Figure 1.11c).

Other elementary structures. In addition to DNA tiles, other elementary structures
have been developed that can be used as a basis for builder larger objects.

DNA origami [Rot06] is a technique invented by Rothemund in 2006 that allows to easily
create DNA nanostructures with a great variety of shapes, and a size that is typically between
7,000 and 8,000 base pairs (bp). The details of this technique that “transformed the landscape
of DNA nanotechnology” [SS17], will be the subject of the next chapter.

A DNA origami can be used together with DNA tiles to serve as a nucleation seed from
which the growth of the structure is initiated [LYJ+14, MVC+17, WDM+19]. It can also
be used as an elementary component of much larger structures, up to the micrometer scale
(Figure 1.13). To that end, the origami components can be bound by Watson-Crick base
pairing of sticky ends [TPQ17a, WME+22], or by shape complementarity [GWND15, WSD17,
MAM+22].

Finally, DNA bricks [KOSY12], also called single-stranded tiles (SST) are elementary
blocks made of only four domains that can attach to each other like Lego bricks to form large
and complex structure (Figure 1.12).
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(a) Abstract tiles and their DNA implementations

(b) Theoretical assembly

(c) Experimental assembly

Figure 1.9: Design and assembly self-assembling 2D lattice made of DNA tiles [WLWS98].
a: The two different class of tiles and their implementation as DNA strands. Each tile has
four sticky ends (SE) that are associated to specific domains. b: Assembly of the tiles into a
lattice in the aTAM, and as DNA strands. c: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of the
experimental assembly of the lattice with DNA tiles as shown in [WLWS98].
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(a) Update rule and tile set (b) Theoretical assembly (c) Experimental assembly with
DNA

Figure 1.10: A set of DNA tiles that grow into a Sierpinski triangle. a: Update rule
and tile set of the cellular automaton. The cell is updated with the value of the XOR of its
neighbors. Each tile has two inputs and one duplicated output equal to the XOR of its inputs.
b: Theoretical self-assembly of the set of tiles, as predicted by the aTAM. c: AFM images of a
realization of the cellular automaton with DNA tiles by Rothemund and Winfree. Illustrations
on Panel a and b were drawn by Nicolas Schabanel. Panel c is extracted from [RPW04].

(a) Marking a strand with biotin and streptavidin

(b) A 5-bits binary counter (c) 6-bits algorithms implemented in DNA

Figure 1.11: Computing with DNA. a: Marking strands with biotin and streptavidin. Strands
can be marked by having them incorporating a special biotinylated nucleotide. The biotin will
strongly attract streptavidin molecules which will make the strand stand out during AFM
imaging. b: A 5-bits binary counter. The 1-valued bits are identified using special DNA
strands with biotin attached to the backbone. Panel extracted from [Eva14]. c: DNA ribbons
that compute the execution steps of various 6-bits algorithms as they self-assemble. Again,
1-valued bits are identified by biotin/streptavidin marking. Panel extracted from [WDM+19].
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(a) Principle of SST assembly

(b) A Teddy bear made with DNA using SST

Figure 1.12: Building DNA nanostructures with SST. a: Principles of the SST
method [KOSY12]. Each tile consists in a single strand with four unique domains, allowing
it to bind to four different other tiles, forming a 90°angle with each connection. b: A DNA
nanostructure with the shape of a Teddy bear assembled using the SST technique [OHY+17].
Illustrations extracted from the referenced source.

1.3 Applications of DNA nanotechnologies

In engineering. As we have seen, DNA nanotechnologies allow the construction of
nanoscopic objects with 2 nm precision. This has found use in engineering fields such as
nanophotonics or nanoelectronics where devices must be designed with nanometer-scale pre-
cision. In that context, DNA nanostructures can be used as geometric guides for the assembly.
They can for example be used as a template for gold nanoparticles arrays [LCP+99, KSF+12],
which can be used to create sensing devices [THS+14] based of the plasmonic coupling phe-
nomenon [JHES07]. DNA nanostructures can also be used as frame for lithography in nano-
electronics [DM04, DBG+16].

In structural and molecular biology. As it was already well-known in the 1980s, the
biological function of proteins is strongly related to their molecular structure [Whi13]. For
that reason, the examination of proteins structure is essential to the understanding of many
biological processes. X-ray crystallography is one of the most prominent techniques of struc-
tural biology, but solving the structure of a protein via X-ray crystallography requires to be
able to crystallize the said protein [DF96]. This is why Seeman’s original motivations for
designing DNA junctions that would self assemble into lattices was to use these structures to
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(a) Large canvas made of DNA origami tiles

(b) Principle of shape complementarity

(c) V-shaped origami assembled into a ring by shape comple-
mentarity

(d) Criss-cross polymerization of DNA origami

Figure 1.13: Using DNA origami as elementary blocks for building large DNA objects.
a: Large canvas made of DNA origami tiles [TPQ17a]. DNA origami tiles are assembled
into origami arrays with arbitrary patterns. b: Principle of shape complementarity in DNA
nanostructures[GWND15]. Stacking interaction will make the red helix attach to the docking
site in the blue helix. This attachment will only happen at high enough Magnesium con-
centration and can be reversed by lowering the salt concentration. c: Large ring produced
by programmable oligomerization of DNA origami [WSD17]. Several V-shaped origami are
assembled into one large structure by shape-complementarity. d: Crisscross polymerization
of DNA-origami salts [WME+22]. Cylinder-shaped DNA origamis are assembled into grids
that can be used as uniquely identified pixel to grow large structures up to the micrometer
scale. All the illustrations on this Figure were extracted from the referenced sources.
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control protein crystallization. Since then, DNA has effectively been used as a template to
form protein array [SAA+11], and a DNA-nanotube based method was described to determine
the structure of membrane proteins [DCS07].

DNA nanotechnologies can even be used in sensing devices for in vivo applications. In
2011, a DNA-based molecular device was designed that would sense pH change in a living
organism [SBKK11].

Medical applications. The success of DNA as a material for life-compatible devices also
spread to area like drug delivery. In 2014 DNA origami were used to deliver antitumoral
drugs in targeted cancerous cells [ZJL+14].

There are also promising recent results that suggest that DNA nanostructures could be
used in vaccine as antigen presenting platforms [VMS+20], or in therapeutic devices as virus
trapping mechanisms [MKS+22].
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(a) Using DNA as a template for gold nanoparticles

(b) Using DNA as a template for protein crystallization

(c) Using DNA for super-resolution imaging

Figure 1.14: Example of applications of DNA nanotechnologies. a: Using DNA as a template
to build nanohelices with gold nanoparticles [KSF+12]. Gold nanoparticles carry DNA strands
that are incorporated at specific position in the origami, allowing the gold particles to be
attached the surface. b: Using DNA as a template for protein crystallization for single-
molecule imaging [SAA+11]. DNA strands are assembled into a lattice. These strands carry
modified nucleotides for protein attachment. Fixation of the protein on the lattice allows its
observation by electron microscopy. c: Super-resolution imaging of fixed cell with the DNA-
PAINT technique [ZJL+14]. All images were taken from the referenced sources.
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Chapter 2

DNA origami

2.1 General Presentation of the technique

DNA origami [Rot06] is a technique invented by Paul Rothemund in which a natural single
strand of DNA called the scaffold, is hybridized with many short artificial strands, called the
staples, leading it to fold into a controlled shape.

The scaffold is typically extracted from the M13 bacteriophage whose genome is supported
by a circular single strand of DNA that is typically about 7000 nucleotides long. Working
with this natural DNA strand is a way to overcome the technical difficulties of synthesizing
DNA strands with a length over a few hundreds of nucleotides [BI92].

Each staple is designed to be made of several domains that are complementary to distinct
regions of the scaffold. The binding of a staple to the scaffold will make these regions co-
localize, thus folding the scaffold (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Principle of the DNA origami method. A long single stranded DNA scaffold is
mixed in solutions with several short strands called the staples. The staples to be comple-
mentary to domains that lie on distinct regions of the scaffold. When a single staple attach
to all its complementary domains, it makes them co-localize, thus folding the scaffold strand.
Illustration taken from [DFG+21]

The production of DNA origami is a five-steps process (Figure 2.2).

1. Design of the shape. The designer chose the desired shape for the folded origami. As
we will see in Section 2.2, refinement in design techniques have allowed to broaden the
variety of shapes in which it is possible to fold an origami.
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2. Dividing the shape into double DNA helices. The designer must come up with a
covering of the desired shape with virtual double DNA helices. These helices will support
the scaffold and staple strands.

3. Scaffold routing and stapling. A path for the scaffold must be routed in the virtual
helices. Often, the scaffold is cyclic and in that case the routed path must of course
also by cyclic. Staples are then positioned on the complementary strands on the virtual
helices.

When designing the staples and the scaffold’s route, it is essential to choose carefully the
nucleotides positions at which the strands jump from one helix to another. The spacing
between these jumps, called crossover, must be adjusted so that the connected helices
make approximately an integer number of full turns between consecutive crossovers.
Failing to do so can lead to physical stress in the structure and hinders its assembly.
For that reason, designers frequently resort to using simulation software to assess the
feasibility of their design.

4. Experimental assembly of the origami. At this point, the nucleotide sequences of
the staples can be deduced from the sequence of their complementary domains on the
scaffold. There exists specialized commercial platforms that sell scaffold strands and
will synthesize staple strands with custom sequences on demand.

To assemble the origami, all the staple strands are put in with the scaffold in a PCR tube
containing a folding buffer solution. The choice of folding buffer and staples/scaffold
concentrations is flexible and sometimes needs to be adjusted with trial and error. In
Rothemund’s original protocol [Rot06] the folding buffer contains 1x TAE, 12.5 mM
Mg, 1.6 nM scaffold and 160 nM staple strands. This corresponds to a 100-fold excess
of staple strands. Nowadays, some authors (e.g [CKK+11]) recommend a 5-fold excess
of staple strands instead.

The origami is then annealed in a PCR machine. Again, the precise temperature ramp
is flexible and may need to be adjusted to the specificity of the design. A good starting
point is to start at 80°C and do a fast descent to 60 °C at 5 min per degree, then a slow
descent from 60 °C to 25 °C at 300 min per degree [CKK+11].

5. Evaluation of the folding’s quality. The quality of the folding can be evaluated by
electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel.

When running an electrophoresis on DNA origami, all the objects that migrate have
the same molecular weight. However, the migration speed of a DNA nanostructure is
also affected by its shape: compact objects progress faster in the gel than linear ones.
This is why a distinct band is usually the sign of a good, consistent folding, while a
“smear” may indicate that a significant portion of the objects present structural defects
and that the design/protocol might need to be further optimized (Figure 2.2e).

Optionally, the electrophoresis gel can also be used to purify the sample before imaging
with AFM or TEM to observe the shape

The optimization of the experimental conditions in the assembly step is an important
subject, but is beyond the scope of the present work. However, we think that design quality,
in terms of scaffold routing and staple crossover locations, is key to a successful assembly.
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(a) Design of the shape (b) Dividing the shape into
DNA helices

(c) Scaffold routing and stapling

(d) Experimental assembly
of the origami

(e) Evaluation of the folding’s quality

Figure 2.2: The five steps of the DNA origami production. The process is illustrated by an
origami that we design and assemble in Section 9.3 using the new design techniques that we develop
in Part III. a: Design of the shape. Here we chose to design an origami with the shape of a looped
square. b: Filling the shape with DNA double helices. Here we use a hexagonal bundle of helices
and make it follow the desired shape. c: Scaffold routing and stapling. The scaffold (on the left) is
routed along all the helices of the bundle. Each staple (on the right) go through two or three helices
and hold them together. d: Experimental assembly of the origami. The strands and staples are put
together in solution in a PCR tube and go through an annealing ramp. The solution is brought to
a temperature where all DNA molecules are single-stranded. The temperature is then progressively
lowered, allowing the staples to bind the scaffold and fold the origami. e: Evaluation of the folding
quality. Gel electrophoresis allows to quickly assess the folding quality. Here, the ’M’ well is the
molecular scale, the ’S’ well is the scaffold strand alone, and the numbered wells correspond to origami
annealed with x mM Mg. At magnesium concentration between 5 and 20mM, a distinct band is
visible which is often sign of good folding quality. At higher magnesium concentration, a smear is
visible which indicates poorer folding quality. Imaging of the origami (in that case via TEM) provide
more precise structural information. Panel d is extracted from [CKK+11].
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(a) Short crossovers (b) Long crossovers

Figure 2.3: Influence of the position of crossovers on their length. Panels a and b both
present a design with circular DNA strand (brown) bound by two staples (purple and blue)
to go through two DNA helices. On Panel a, the position of the staples’ crossovers is well-
chosen, so the corresponding covalent bonds are not too stretched. On Panel b however, the
crossovers connect nucleotides that are further apart, which may result in undesirable strain
in the actual structure.

Importance of geometry in origami design. As we already mentioned, special care
must be given to the positioning of crossovers in a DNA origami design. This is because
crossovers are a succession of covalent molecular bonds, and therefore have a constrained
length. The distance between the nucleotides of neighboring helices varies greatly due to the
shape of the helix (Figure 2.3).

Attempts to connect distant nucleotides in a design will result in a physical stress that
might cause the assembly to adopt a shape different from the one intended by the designer.
Undesired shapes can be the result of even subtle mistakes in the modeling of the geometry
of the helix. A classical example was given in [WR11] where an origami with an undesirably
twisted shape could be fixed by slightly adjusting the geometric parameters of DNA that were
used to choose crossover positions in the design: The design was fixed by assuming a number
of base pairs per turn of 10.44 instead of 10.67 (Figure 2.4).

2.2 Design and shapes of DNA origami

DNA origami is a flexible method that can be used to create nanostructures with a great
variety of shapes.

These shapes can be organized into several classes, and several design techniques exist.
Some of these techniques are general while some are specific to certain classes of shapes.

Flat, single layer DNA origami (Figure 2.5). Rothemund’s first origamis [Rot06] were
flat structures (Figure 2.5). The desired shape was filled with stacked double helices.
In the simplest designs, all the helices were parallel, but Rothemund also designed
triangular shapes with rectangular and trapezoidal edges.

Despite the apparent simplicity of designing flat single layer structures, care is still
required. For example, if the crossover positions are chosen using a model that approx-
imate the geometry of the double helix, for example by assuming that the number of
base pairs per turn of a DNA double helix is a fraction of small integers, the resulting
error accumulate and can lead to twisted structures [WR11] (Figure 2.4).
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(a) Design with 10.67 bp/turn (b) Design with 10.44 bp/turn

Figure 2.4: Importance of the value used for the number of base-pair (bp) per
turn [WR11]. Authors attempted to design DNA origami with the shape of flat rectan-
gles that would assemble into long chains because of stacking interactions. On Panel a, the
rectangles were designed using a software called cadnano that uses a model of DNA in which
the double helix makes a full turn every 10.67 bp. This design resulted in twisted rectangles
that could not stack well. On Panel b, the design were fixed by adjusting the crossover posi-
tions assuming that the double helix makes a full turn every 10.44 bp. In practice this was
done by removing a nucleotide position once every 48 bp. The resulting rectangles were flat
and could stack as intended. Since the publication of this work, a value of 10.44 bp/turn is
commonly used when designing DNA origami.

3D origamis (Figure 2.6). The first 3D origami were assembled in [DDL+09]. They were
built using helices organized in honeycomb lattices, mimicking some crystalline struc-
tures.

Twisted and curved 3D origami (Figure 2.7) In many designs, the DNA helices are
thought of as straight cylinders. In that case it is not possible to create curved shapes
without a certain degree of rasterization. It is however possible to design crossover
patterns that induce a curvature in the DNA helices, as proven in [DDS09].

The method consists in creating structures with several layers, and to chose crossover
positions that are further apart on the innermost helices than on the outermost ones.
This leads to the helices on the outer layers being shorter than those of the inner layers,
and therefore causes the structure to bend.

A similar method, also presented in [DDS09], can be used to create twisted bundles
of helices. As in [DDL+09], the bundles are designed using helices organized in a
lattice, but the crossover positions are purposively chosen to have a frequency slightly
lower or higher than the helicity of DNA. This creates a stress in the structure that is
compensated by a global twist.

In [HPN+11], DNA origami with curved 3D shapes were created by stacking concentric
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Figure 2.5: Flat DNA origami [Rot06]. Flat surfaces are filled by stacking parallel DNA
helices. These structures are the first DNA origami ever published.

rings of DNA with varying radii. Again, the circular shapes of the helices that compose
the structure were obtained by using a carefully designed crossover pattern, and a
correspondence table between crossover period and radius of curvature was established.

In Part III, we will present our own original method for designing curved 3D origami.

Wireframe origami (Figure 2.8). The wireframe method for designing DNA nanostruc-
tures [HYS+08, HPY+13] (not necessarily DNA origami) consist in using Seeman’s
junction as vertices in a network of DNA helices. DNA origami with polyhedral shapes
can be assembled using this technique [HPY+13, BMG+15].

The special structure of wireframe designs allows the use of graph theory algorithms
to automate scaffold routing and stapling, as well as tessellation algorithms to convert
surfaces into network of DNA helices.

Reconfigurable and dynamic DNA origami (Figure 2.9). Various method exist to re-
configure annealed DNA origami. It is for example possible to introduce DNA strands
that will displace staples on the origami and thus modify its structure [ZNLY12].

Strands can also be displaced by proteins. This is used as an unlocking mechanism in
a targeted drug delivery device in [DBC12] (Figure 2.9b). It is also possible to design
structures that will move in reaction to an electric field [KLM+18] or a modification of
the salt concentration [GWND15] (Figure 2.9a).

Specific design techniques have been developed to design objects with mechanical joints
such as kinks and hinges [WES+17]. These elementary joints can then be integrated in
devices that achieve more complex motions [MZSC15].
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Figure 2.6: 3D DNA origami [DDL+09]. Objects are built by arranging DNA helices in a
honeycomb lattice.

Figure 2.7: Left: Twisted and curved DNA origami bundle [DDS09]. The design are made
using a design technique similar to that employed for the 3D origamis in Figure 2.6, but
the frequency of the crossover is adjusted to induce twist and curvature in the structure.
Right: DNA origami with 3D curvature [HPN+11]. These curved origami are made by
stacking concentric DNA rings.
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Figure 2.8: Wireframe DNA origami [BMG+15]. These origamis were designed using an
automatic method that converts 3D meshes into lattices of DNA helices and automatically
creates the staples and scaffold path.

(a) Reconfigurable nanorobot (b) Targeted drug-delivery de-
vice

(c) DNA-based nano-winch

Figure 2.9: Dynamic and reconfigurable DNA origami. a: Reconfigurable DNA nanorobot
that reacts to change in salt concentration [GWND15]. The robot is made of three origami
that are designed to have complementary shapes. The strength of stacking interactions varies
with magnesium concentration, and each level of magnesium concentration corresponds to a
configuration of the meta assembly. b: DNA nanorobot with protein payload for targeted drug
delivery [DBC12]. The device incorporate a lock mechanism that opens upon interaction with
a targeted protein. c: Modular spring-loaded actuator for mechanical activation of membrane
proteins [MAM+22]. The winch can be extended by adding staples complementary to the
strands between the head and the body of the winch. Since double-stranded DNA is more
rigid than single strands, the hybridization of the staples elevates the head of the winch.
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Chapter 3

Computer assisted design of DNA
nanostructures

3.1 State of the art

Figure 3.1: Cadnano’s user interface. The leftmost panel is used to visualize and position the
DNA helices in the chosen lattice. The middle panel is used to create the scaffold and staple
strands. Each DNA helix is represented as a horizontal grid with two rows, one for each strand,
where each square represents a nucleotide. Indications around the helices show possible
positions for crossing over to another helix. The rightmost panel shows a 3D representation
of the design. Figure taken from [GDS+21].
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A key step in the design of DNA origami is the positioning of crossovers which constrain
the structure geometrically to adopt the desired shape. Various software have been developed
to help the designer in this crucial task. DNA nanostructure design software essentially
provide four kinds of tools:

1. Abstract representation of the design. Some characteristics of the structure of the
DNA double helix, such as the existence of a major and minor groove, and the fact that
its periodicity (10.44 bp per turn) is not a fraction of small integers, make DNA geometry
difficult to grasp. Software such as cadnano [DMT+09] and SARSE [ADN+08], propose to
make abstraction of the geometry and present the user with only the relevant aspect of the
DNA helices.

Cadnano provides a framework to position DNA helices next to each other in a square or
hexagonal lattice, as well as guides to connect them using crossovers (Figure 3.1). Cadnano
has an internal representation of the geometry of the double helix and uses it to generate
crossovers suggestions, that is to say, positions where the nucleotides of neighboring helices
are close enough to be connected by a crossover.

Cadnano seldom exposes DNA geometry to the user: it offers a minimalistic, non-editable,
3D representation of the design, and visual cues of the nucleotide position in base pair plane.

It should be noted that cadnano always assume that all the helices in the design are
parallel. Crossover suggestions can therefore not be used for crossovers between two non-
parallel helices.

Moreover, cadnano’s internal representation of DNA geometry assumes that the DNA
double helix makes a full turn every 10.5 (for squared grids) or 10.67 (for honeycomb grids)
bp. This value is slightly off, which can lead to errors for design using long helices [WR11].
To overcome this problem, user can use deletions in the design. These deletions can be used
to shift and correct cadnano’s crossover suggestion. For flat designs, it is recommended to
add a deletion once every 48 nucleotides [WR11]. Deletions can also be used to design curved
and twisted structures using the method described in [DDS09].

2. 3D editable view of the design. Various software propose, instead, a 3D rendering
of the design, where the user can see the 3D positions of the nucleotides to directly create
crossovers at appropriate positions. A notable software in this category is Tiamat [WLL+09]
which introduced a 3D interface capable of fine-tuning and editing of the design in a stand-
alone software (Figure 3.2). There also exist tools for designing DNA nanostructures that
are distributed as plugins for existing software. Examples include vHelix [BMG+15] that
is a Maya plugin, and Adenita [dLMA+20] that integrates in the molecular design software
SAMSON.

Unfortunately, while 3D views are useful for positioning non-parallel DNA helices
and creating crossover between them, they are not the better interface for design fine-
tuning [GDS+21]. Indeed, 3D views are often jammed, even for simple design, and the
3D→2D parallax effect makes it hard to evaluate the length of a crossover, especially because
its direction, and thus its apparent length, changes when it is moved around.

3. Automated and scriptable tools. When designing a DNA origami, many tasks are
repetitive and dull, such as designing the staples strands in a rectangle. On the opposite,
some tasks require a high technical level such as routing the scaffold in a wireframe origami,
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the Tiamat software. Tiamat offers four 3D editable views of the
design. In the top right panel, the camera can be moved freely while the three other panels
offer a view of the design from a fixed angle.

or creating staples in a 3D bulk. Software with various levels of automation exist to simplify
both these kinds of tasks.

Codenano [LMD] is a browser-based software that allows to design DNA nanostructures
using a Rust API, and to visualize these structures in 3D. Codenano also incorporates a finite
elements simulator to assess the stability of the design.

Scadnano [DLS20] is a software that offers both a cadnano-inspired graphical user in-
terface, and a Python library to write scripts that output a design. Scadnano defines a
programming framework consisting of various function calls to describe helices’ and strands’
positions.

Other software such as BScOR [BMG+15], and the suite from Bathe Bionanolab [JSZ+19,
JZS+19, JWP+21] offer fully automated design of various classes of wireframe origami. Mag-
icDNA [HKJ+21] (Figure 3.3) proposes an interesting, user-friendlier, alternative approach,
generalizing the wireframe technique, which consists in describing the design as graph em-
bedded in space, whose edges are replaced by configurable bundles of parallel helices, along
which the routing of the scaffold and its staples is algorithmically computed. Finally, the
recent DNAxis [FPNP+22] provides an automatic pipeline for designing curved 3D DNA
origami based on the method described in [HPN+11].

4. Coarse grain or thermodynamic physics simulation. Three-dimensional views of
a design only represent the desired shape for the design, and strands may not self-assemble
as foreseen by the designer. While 3D views are essential to choose the right crossovers to
bind strands together in order to achieve the desired assembly, they offer no guarantee in
the resulting shape. Physical simulation software such as CanDO [KKDB12] (Figure 3.4),
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Figure 3.3: MagicDNA’s automatized pipeline for designing DNA nanostructures made of
several DNA origami [HKJ+21]. Users input a geometric description of the desired assembly
including mechanical linkage between components, and MagicDNA automatically generates
designs with the corresponding shape. The designs can be exported to cadnano for fine-
tuning.

OxDNA [DOL+13], MrDNA [MA20] or SNUPI [JWP+21], and thermodynamic binding es-
timation software such as NUPACK [ZSB+11] or ViennaRNA [GLB+08] allow a much more
precise feedback on the feasibility and stability of a design.

Figure 3.4: Design of a nanorobot with a curved body with cadnano and CanDO. Left
panel: Blueprint of the origami showing use of insertions (blue dots) and deletions (red crosses)
to induce a curvature in the body and legs. Middle panel: 3D structure of the robot as
predicted by the CanDO software. The coloring indicates the rigidity of the structure, the
blue parts being the most rigid and the red parts being the most flexible. Right panel: TEM
imaging of the structure. Extracted from https://cando-dna-origami.org/examples/

Simulation software are however computer-intensive and furthermore require a high level
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of competency to interact with. They can hardly produce a fast-enough feedback to be use
during the design process. They are thus usually used at the end of the design chain. Design
software usually offer to export the design into the sophisticated file format of simulation
software for validation.

3.2 Objectives of our work

Identification of a good interface for DNA origami. Three-dimensional, editable
views of the design are essential when it comes to design complex 3D structures involving
non-parallel, or even curved, DNA helices. However, as we have seen in the previous section,
3D views are not well adapted for fine-tuning. This is especially true for tools that are plugged
into software which were not designed for the specific needs of DNA nanotechnology.

As it turns out, almost all software, including the all-automated ones, recommend to
export to cadnano for checking and fine-tuning of their designs. As a matter of fact, the
2D representation of a helix as a double array, popularized by cadnano, remains the most
practical for editing. Being able to rotate the helices’ representations as in scadnano allows
an even more convenient rendering of the design. It is however not possible to faithfully map
3D complex designs to 2D, and, no matter what, some helices that are close to each other in
3D will be mapped at distant locations in a 2D representation. As a result, many crossovers
overlay the design and make it confusing to read and edit.

A good compromise would then be to complement a cadnano-like 2D representation of
the helices with a 3D editable view of the design. This would allow most of the editing work
to be efficiently performed in the 2D interface, while being able to refer to the 3D view to
position crossovers between non-parallel helices and evaluate their length.

Geometry based method for crossover design. Designs of noticeably high complexity
have been made in cadnano. Examples include curved objects [DDS09, HPN+11], an origami
with two non-parallel layers that assemble in the shape of a perfect square [TLJ+17], and
structures with corners and kinks [PKZ+14, IKJ+14].

As we have seen, various methods, software and rules have been developed that allows the
design of such complex structures. However, these techniques are still lacking in precision,
and going back and forth between design, simulation software and experiment is still the
norm.

What we propose here is to deviate from the pattern based approach and instead, to rely
on geometry for the positioning of crossovers. To that end, we introduce our new software
ENSnano. ENSnano’s interface is built upon a sound (as proven by experimental valida-
tions throughout the present manuscript) geometric model of DNA. Our goal is to propose a
model of DNA that is simple enough to be manipulated through intuitive interfaces, without
compromise on precision and fine-tuning.

In Part II, we present ENSnano’s interface and how it represents designs made of straight
helices. We present ENSnano’s features that facilitate the design process and validate our
approach by successfully assembling a design made of two non-parallel layers.

In Part III, we develop a new geometric model for curved DNA that allows to generate the
positions of nucleotides along curved helices. We also present our new methods for routing
curved DNA helices around curved shapes. Our methods, together with ENSnano’s interface
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that allows crossover locations to be directly deduced from the 3D positions of the nucleotides,
enables us to assemble origami with unprecedentedly complex curved shapes.
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Part II

Sane foundations for a DNA
nanostructure design software
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Chapter 4

Data structure and geometric
model for DNA nano-objects

The choice of a data structure to represent a design is essential when it comes to developing
a computer assisted design software. In this chapter, we review the data structures used in
some other DNA nanostructure design software, and present how designs are represented in
ENSnano.

4.1 Example of existing data-structures

Cadnano. In cadnano, the strands are seen as successions of nucleotides that are located on
virtual double helices. Each virtual helix consists of two virtual strands that serve as support
for the real strands of the design. Each virtual strand is a set of positions that is indexed by
positive integers. A position on a virtual strand is a potential nucleotide for a real strand. If
the position is used by a nucleotide from a real strand, it contains the coordinates (helix index
and position on the helix) of the successor (if any) and predecessor (if any) of the nucleotide
on that strand.

More precisely, a cadnano design is given by:

• A grid type (squared or honeycomb) that defines a lattice Λ : N2 → R2.

• A list of helices, where each helix is identified by an integer and its position on the grid’s
lattice.

• For each helix, an upper bound N on the last used position on the helix, and two
arrays called scaf (short for “scaffold”) and stap (short for “staple”). These arrays
correspond to the strands of the helix. If the identifier of the helix is even, the scaf

array corresponds to the forward strand of the helix, i.e. the strand where nucleotide
index increases along the 5′ → 3′ direction, and the stap array corresponds to the
backward strand, i.e. the strand where nucleotide index increases along the 3′ → 5′

direction. For helices with an odd identifier, the correspondence is reversed.

Each cell of the scaf and stap arrays represent an available position on the virtual
strand. For 0 ⩽ i ⩽ N − 1, scaf[i] (resp. stap[i]) is a quadruplet of integers
(h5, n5, h3, n3). If the position i on the scaffold strand (resp. staple strand) is not
used then all these values are set to −1. Otherwise, (h5, n5) (resp. (h3, n3)) are the
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coordinates (helix index and nucleotide index) of the 5′ (resp. 3′) neighbor of the
nucleotide, or (−1,−1) if the nucleotide is at the 5′ (resp. 3′) end of the strand. Helices
have two strands, so this convention may seem ambiguous at first since the strand is
not specified. This ambiguity is resolved by the following convention: A nucleotide on
a scaffold strand (resp. staple strand) is always connected to another nucleotide on a
scaffold strand (resp. staple strand), even in the case of crossovers.

Figure 4.1 illustrates how the strands of a simple design are represented in cadnano.

Figure 4.1: Representation of the strands of a simple design in cadnano. The design
consists in a circular scaffold strand (blue) and two staple strands (yellow and red). The
scaffold strand uses nucleotides that are positioned on the scaff virtual strands and the
staples use nucleotides on the stap virtual strands. For a nucleotide at position i on a virtual
strand, the corresponding cell contains the coordinates of the successor and predecessor of
the nucleotide on its strand. For example the nucleotide at position 7 on the stap virtual
strand of helix 1, has its predecessor at position 7 on helix 0 and its successor at position 8
on helix 1.

This data-structure has the advantage of separating the topology of the strands from their
geometry. However, it contains a lot of undesirable redundancy (for example, each connection
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between two nucleotides is encoded twice), and the convention that maps the stap/scaf
arrays to forward/backward strands of the helices imposes undesirable limitations. It is for
example impossible to create a cyclic strand that goes through an odd number of helices.

Tiamat. Tiamat (see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3) represents designs as an oriented graph. Each
vertex of the graph corresponds to a nucleotide in the design, and edges connect vertices that
are linked by covalent bonds (neighbors on a strand) or H-bonds (forming a base pair). Each
vertex has its own 3D coordinates and can be moved around freely.

This low-level representation is extremely versatile but lacks higher level abstractions that
make “bulk” modifications easier.

Scadnano. Like cadnano, scadnano can position helices on a grid. A scadnano design also
contains a grid type, and a list of helices whose positions may be given by coordinates in the
grid’s lattice. Scadnano also supports free-positioned helices and the position of a helix can
be specified by a point in R3 and three angles that define its orientation and tilt.

Scadnano also separates the strands’ topology from their geometry. Strands are stored
in a separate field and are represented as a list of “domains” that correspond to intervals of
indices on a strand of a helix. This notion of domain is a bit different from the one presented
in Part I, as there is no notion of a strand’s domain being the exact reverse complement of
another one.

Scadnano’s data structure offers the same advantages as cadnano’s, while fixing some of
its limitations. Note that the above description of scadnano’s data structure is a simplified
one. A more comprehensive description can be found in [DLS20].

4.2 ENSnano’s data structure.

As discussed in Section 3.2, we want ENSnano to offer both a 3D and a “cadnano-like” 2D
representation of the design. The 3D view helps to visualize and arrange the elements com-
posing the design in space, while the 2D view allows manipulating and reading the topology
of the design. The 2D view is also more readable.

It is therefore natural to opt for a data structure that separates the geometry and the
topology of the design. Our approach is similar to (s)cadnano’s: the strands composing a
nanostructure are positioned on helices that are assumed to have rigid shapes.

Helices are virtual support for double-stranded DNA. In ENSnano, each helix has two bi-
infinite strands, one forward and one backward, that map indices in Z to nucleotides. On
the forward strand (resp. backward strand), the nucleotide index increases along the 5′ → 3′

(resp. 3′ → 5′) direction so that facing nucleotides have the same index. For each index i ∈ Z,
it is assumed that, if there exist nucleotides at position i on both the forward and backward
strand, these nucleotides are meant to form a base pair.

In this part, we will deal with helices that have the shape of rigid, straight cylinders. We
will see in Part III how ENSnano extends this data structure to curved DNA helices.

Grids. As we have seen, all the helices in a cadnano design are positioned on a single grid,
allowing the user to create structures made of parallel helices organized in a lattice. This
approach can however only be applied to designs where all helices are meant to be parallel.
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Scadnano overcomes this limitation by allowing the helices to be freely positioned in space.
It should however be noted that scadnano only stores this information and does not make
use of it for crossover recommendations, nor does it expose the geometry of the design to the
user.

While the possibility to position helices freely in space is essential to allow designs to
contain non-parallel helices, it is also useful to be able to group helices that are meant to be
parallel. ENSnano’s approach is to position all straight helices on a grid, but to allow several
grids to exist. All the grids can have different orientations which makes it possible to create
designs in which helices point in different directions.

When designing a 3D origami, a classic technique consists in dividing the design into
components made of parallel helices (e.g. [GWND15, TLJ+17, MAM+22]). In ENSnano, this
technique can be implemented by grouping together on a grid the helices that constitute a
component. Each component attached to a grid can be thought of as a separated cadnano
design. As discussed in Chapter 3, an abstract 2D representation of these groups of parallel
helices is often the most ergonomic to edit these components. However, when connecting
together multiple components, a 3D editable view of the design becomes useful. To provide
such an interface, it is necessary to be able to generate 3D positions for the nucleotides of the
strands constituting the design. These positions will depend on the origin and orientation of
the helix on which the nucleotides lie.

Origin and orientation of grids and helices. Each grid G is given:

• An origin OG .

• A frame FG ∈ SO3(R). Its x vector defines the orientation of the helices, and its Y Z
plane its tilt and where the helices will be positioned.

• A lattice λG : Z2 → R2. For convenience, since this lattice serves to position the helices
in the ZY plane, we embed this lattice in space by defining

ΛG :Z2 → R3

(i, j) 7→

Ñ
0

(λG(i, j))y
(λG(i, j))x

é
.

Together these attributes define a function G : Z2 → R3 × SO3(R) that maps a position
on the grid’s lattice to a position and orientation (Figure 4.2). This function is defined by

G(i, j) = (OG + FG · ΛG(i, j),FG) . (4.1)

4.3 P-stick model for straight DNA helices

A straight DNA double helix H can be seen as an infinite cylinder characterized by the
position OH of the origin of its axis and a frameFH = (XH , YH , ZH) ∈ SO3(R) that defines
its orientation. For a helix at position (i, j) on a grid G, its position and orientation are given
by

(OH,FH) = G(i, j).
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Figure 4.2: Mapping positions on a grid lattice to positions and orientations in space.
The grid is equipped with a lattice λG , in that case a honeycomb lattice. When the lattice is
instantiated as a grid G with origin OG and a frame (XG , YG , ZG), the lattice is embedded in
the ZGYG plane (the XG axis corresponds to the axis of the helices on the grid).

The helix is also given an additional Roll parameter ρ that is the value of the angle⁄�
XHOHNf

0 (Figure 4.3). Where Nf
0 is the position of the phosphate of the nucleotide at

position 0 on the forward strand of the helix. This additional parameter ρ allows different
helices that belong to the same grid G to share a single frame FG while having distinct roll
values.

The P-stick model [GA14] generates the positions of the Phosphate atoms (hence its
name) on a straight DNA double helix. The parameters of the model are:

• The rise ∆ that is the distance between the projections of two successive nucleotides
on H’s axis.

• The helicity ℏ that is expressed in (fractional) number of base pairs in a full turn of the
double helix. Alternatively we can use the twist parameter β that is the angle between
two consecutive nucleotides. The twist and helicity are connected by the formula β = 2π

ℏ .

• The radius R of the helix.

• The minor groove angle α that is the oriented angle between the nucleotide of the
forward strand and the nucleotide of the backward strand. More precisely, it is the
angle between their projection in a plane orthogonal to the axis of the helix.
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• The inclination I that is the distance between the projections on H’s axis of the nu-
cleotide from the forward strand and the nucleotide of the backward strand at a given
position.

In the P-stick model, each nucleotide lies on a circle of radius R, parallel to the plane
XHYH and centered on the axis of the helix (Figure 4.3). In other words, its position is of
the form

OH + FH

Ñ
R cos(θ)
R sin(θ)
total rise

é
Where the total rise increases by steps of ∆ at each position and is shifted by I for

nucleotides of the backward strand, while the angle θ is initialized at ρ, increases by steps of
β and is shifted by α for nucleotides of the backward strand.

In summary, in the P-stick model, the positions Nf
i (resp. N b

i ) of the i-th nucleotide of
the forward (resp. backward) strand of the helix are identified with the positions of their
Phosphate atom and given by the following formulas.

Nf
i = OH +∆ · iZH +RXH cos (ρ+ β · i)−RYH sin (ρ+ β · i) (4.2)

N b
i = OH + (∆ · i+ I)ZH +RXH cos (ρ+ β · i+ α)−RYH sin (ρ+ β · i+ α) (4.3)

In ENSnano, custom values of the geometric parameters of the P-stick model can be
specified in the design’s .ens file. The default values for the parameters of the P-stick model
are given in Table 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Radius R = 0.93 nm
Rise ∆ = 0.332 nm

Inclination I = 0.375 nm
Narrow groove angle α = 170.4◦

Twist β = 34.48◦

Helicity ℏ = 10.44 bp/turn

Table 4.1: Default values for the geometric parameters of the P-stick model in ENSnano.
These values are taken from [GA14, WR11]
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Figure 4.3: The geometric parameters of the P-stick model α: Narrow groove angle β:
Angle between two consecutive base pairs. This angle can be obtained by the formula β = 2π

ℏ ;
∆: Distance in nanometers between two consecutive bases along the axis; G: Length of the
major groove; g: Length of the minor groove; G, g and α are related to each other by the
formula α = 2π g

G+g .
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Chapter 5

Physical model for automatic roll,
stability testing and design import

5.1 Motivations and scope

Automatic roll optimization. Rolling a helix around its axis shifts its strands forward or
backward and thus has a huge impact on the positions at which crossovers can be made with
neighboring helices. Reciprocally, placing some crossovers on a helix will have an impact on
its optimal roll which will in turn impact all the surrounding crossovers.

Choosing the roll of the helices gives more freedom in a design, and improves its feasibility.
It may happen that a design with seemingly poorly-placed crossover can be “fixed” by simply
modifying the roll of the helices, without modifying the design’s topology. Note that, in that
case, the design is not really modified: its 3D representation is simply made more faithful.

An automatic optimization of the roll parameters of all the helices of the design can
constitute a quick check of the feasibility of the design: If all the crossovers are well-placed,
there should exist a set of roll parameters for which all the crossovers have reasonable apparent
lengths, and this set of parameters should be found by a roll optimization process.

Conversely, if optimizing the rolls fails to reduce the length of some crossovers, this may
indicate that some crossovers are not coherently positioned.

Rigid body simulations. As we saw in Chapter 3, there exist physical simulation soft-
ware that are used to validate designs by assessing their feasibility. These software typically
simulate intricate physical processes and are computationally expensive to run. While they
are able of providing pretty accurate structure predictions, they are usually used only at the
end of the design process. Moreover, because each simulation requires a long computation
time, going back-and-forth between design and simulation software is time-consuming.

In ENSnano, we want to provide an integrated, lightweight physics engine that can be
used regularly to get quick feedbacks during the design process. The goal is not to provide
realistic thermodynamics simulations or to predict the shape of the design, but rather to
evaluate the stability of the structure as it is currently displayed in the 3D view.

We also want to use our physics engine to facilitate the import of designs from cadnano,
which have no explicit 3D embedding. The goal is to recover the relative positions of the
different components of a design just from its topology (i.e. crossover pattern). Note that
other software such as OxView [BMP+22] also rely on a physics engine to infer the geometry
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of cadnano designs before running the simulation.

5.2 Automatic roll optimization

In our automatic roll optimization system, DNA helices are treated as rigid objects and each
crossover is treated as an ideal spring with equilibrium length ℓ0 = 0.7nm.

If there are n helices in the design, the state of our system is simply given by the rolls of
all the helices: X = (ρ1, · · · , ρn).

For each crossover that connects two nucleotides N1 and N2 we write X(N1) and X(N2)
the positions of N1 and N2 in state X, and X(N1, N2) the distance between X(N1) and
X(N2). Our goal is to minimize the value

ϕ(X) =
∑

(N1,N2)

(X(N1, N2)− ℓ0)
2.

To do so, we simulate a physics system were the linear springs are only allowed to act
on the roll of the helices. We consider that any force F applied by a crossover to a helix
is compensated by a reaction force −F exerted on the helix by its own axis. Together, the
crossover’s force and the reaction result in a force couple that induces an angular acceleration
of the helix.

A crossover that connects the nucleotides Na and Nb on the helices Hi and Hj applies on
Hi a force

FNa,Nb
i = kxover

Å
1− ℓ0

X(Na, Nb)

ã−−−−−−−−−→
X(Na)X(Nb), (5.1)

where kxover is a customizable parameter of the simulation that can be set by the user.

This force exerts on Hi a torque

τ̃Na,Nb
i =

−−−−−−→
X(Na)Oa ∧ FNa,Nb

i , (5.2)

where Oa is the projection of X(Na) on Hi’s axis and ∧ is the vector product in R3:Ñ
x1
y1
z1

é
∧

Ñ
x2
y2
z2

é
=

Ñ
y1z2 − z1y2
z1x2 − x1z2
x1y2 − y1x2

é
.

The helix is only allowed to rotate around its own axis, we model this by saying that the
reaction of the axis induces a torque that cancels out the part of τ̃Na,Nb

i that is not parallel
to the axis of the helix. To sum up, the action of the crossover (Na, Nb) on helix Hi together
with the axis’ reaction to that action induce a torque equal to

τNa,Nb
i =

¨
τ̃Na,Nb
i

∣∣∣xi

∂
xi

= Rkxover

Å
1− ℓ0

ℓX(Na, Nb)

ã〈−−−−−−−−−→
X(Na)X(Nb)

∣∣∣xi

〉
xi, (5.3)

where xi is the direction of the axis of helix Hi, and R is the radius of the helix. Note that

Equation (5.3) holds because xi is orthogonal to
−−−−−−→
X(Na)Oa.
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Figure 5.1: Torque induced on a helix by a crossover. The crossover (Na, Nb) exerts a
force FNa,Nb

i on helix Hi. This force is compensated by the reaction of the axis of the helix.
Together, the force induced by the crossover and the reaction of the axis induce a torque
τNa,Nb
i that “pulls” Na towards Nb by rotating the helix.

In order to prevent oscillations, we consider that, in addition to the forces exerted by the
crossovers, fluid friction is also applied to the helices. The friction applied to helix Hi induces
a torque equal to

τ fricti = −kfrictρ̇ixi,

where kfrict is a customizable parameter of the simulation that can be set by the user.
If we denote by Ci the set of crossovers that involve helix i, the dynamics of our system

is given by

ρ̈i =
1

m

∑
Na,Nb∈Ci

(¨
τNa,Nb
i

∣∣∣xi

∂)
+
¨
τ fricti

∣∣∣xi

∂
, (5.4)

where m is a mass that we assume to be the same for all helices and that can be set by the
user. To compute the trajectory of our system we simply apply Euler’s method: We chose a
time step dt and iterate the following procedure:

• For all i, ρi ← ρi + dtρ̇i

• For all i, ρ̇i ← ρ̇i + dtρ̈i

• For all i, compute ρ̈i according to Equation (5.4).

Results. In our day-to-day usage, we find that the automatic roll optimization is one of
ENSnano’s most useful features. The simulation reaches equilibrium almost instantaneously
and is therefore a convenient way to run a “sanity check” on a design.
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Figure 5.2: Description of the position of a point in a rigid body. All point p of the rigid
body has a fixed position p0 in the body’s referential. The whole rigid body is given a moving
referential (x(t), R(t)) (with R(t) = (x′(t), y′(t), z′(t))) and the position of a point p at time
t in the world’s referential is given by p(t) = p0R(t) + x(t). Figure extracted from [Bar01].

This feature is also invaluable when importing a design made in cadnano (Fig-
ures 5.4a and 5.5a).

5.3 Simulating rigid body dynamics

The implementation of our physics engine is based on a course by David Baraff on rigid body
dynamics simulation [Bar01].

Position of the points of a rigid body. A rigid body B can be defined as a set of points
XB ⊂ R3, and can be equipped with a moving referential (x(t), R(t)) ∈ (R3, SO3(R)) so that
x(t) is the position of the body’s center of mass, and for all points p ∈ XB, there exists a
vector p0 ∈ R so that the position p(t) at time t is given by

p(t) = p0R(t) + x(t), (5.5)

as illustrated by Figure 5.2. We say that p0 is the position of p in the body’s referential.
Equation (5.5), along with the constraint that for all time t, R(t) ∈ SO3(R), is what defines
a rigid body.

Our goal is to compute the trajectory of a rigid body. That is to say, to compute the
functions x(t) and R(t). To do so, our strategy is to express x and R as solutions of an
ordinary differential equation (ODE), and to compute their trajectory using a third party
ODE solver.

The goal of this subsection is to establish these equations.

Velocities of a rigid body The linear velocity v of a rigid body is the derivative of its
position with respect to time:

v(t) = ẋ(t). (5.6)
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Figure 5.3: Linear velocity and spin of a rigid body. The linear velocity v corresponds to
the translation movement of the center of mass. The direction of the spin vector ω gives the
axis around which the body is rotating. The length of ω corresponds to the speed of rotation.
Figure extracted from [Bar01].

The dynamics of the body’s orientation is described by its angular velocity or spin. The
spin of a rigid body can be described by a vector ω(t). When ω(t) is drawn as passing by the
center of mass (Figure 5.3), its direction corresponds to the axis around which the body is
spinning, while its length corresponds to the speed of the body’s rotation.

More formally, for a given point p of the body, if we define rp(t) to be the vector from the
center of mass of B to p:

rp(t) := p(t)− x(t) = p0R(t), (5.7)

then the derivative of rp is related to ω(t) by the formula

ṙp(t) = ω(t) ∧ rp(t). (5.8)

The relation between the derivative of the matrix R and ω can be derived by applying
Equation (5.8) to the axes of R = (x,y, z):

Ṙ(t) = (ω(t) ∧ x(t), ω(t) ∧ y(t), ω(t) ∧ z(t)) (5.9)

Inertia and momentums of a rigid body. The linear and angular momentums of a rigid
body are important quantities because they are the ones whose derivatives can be directly
computed by applying the laws of motion.

The linear momentum of a rigid body is the quantity ρ(t) = mv(t) where v(t) is the linear
velocity and m is the mass of the body.

In order to define the angular momentum of a rigid body, one first needs to define the
inertia matrix. The inertia matrix I ∈ M3(R) of B represents how its mass is distributed
around its center of mass and is given by

I(t) = m

∫
p∈XB

Ñ
rp(t)

2
y + rp(t)

2
z −rp(t)xrp(t)y −rp(t)xrp(t)z

−rp(t)xrp(t)y rp(t)
2
x + rp(t)

2
z −rp(t)yrp(t)z

−rp(t)xrp(t)z −rp(t)yrp(t)z rp(t)
2
x + rp(t)

2
y

é
d3p. (5.10)

The angular momentum L of a rigid body is then given by

L(t) = I(t)ω(t). (5.11)
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Laws of motion and dynamics of a rigid body. Let (Fi(t))i be the forces that are
applied on B. If the force Fi is applied on the point pi, then the associated torque is given by

τi(t) = rpi(t) ∧ Fi(t). (5.12)

We are now ready to state the laws of motions:

Theorem 1 (Laws of motion). The derivative of ρ and L are given by

ρ̇(t) =
∑
i

Fi(t) (5.13)

L̇(t) =
∑
i

τi(t). (5.14)

This means that we can now fully express the dynamics of the body with a differential
equation by writing

X(t) =

Ü
x(t)
R(t)
ρ(t)
L(t)

ê
,

which gives

Ẋ(t) =

Ü ρ
m

ω(t)∗R(t)∑
i Fi(t)∑
i τi(t)

ê
=

Ü ρ
m

(I−1(t)L(t))∗R(t)∑
i Fi(t)∑
i τi(t)

ê
. (5.15)

Where, for a vector a ∈ R3, a∗ =

Ñ
0 −az ay
az 0 −ax
−ay ax 0

é
is the matrix so that for all b ∈ R3,

a∗ b = a ∧ b.
In order to compute efficiently I−1(t), we notice that

I(t) = R(t)I(0)R−1(t),

which gives
I−1(t) = R(t)I−1(0)R−1(t).

Therefore, we only need to compute the first inertia matrix I(0) and its inverse. Moreover,
inverting R(t) is easy: since R(t) ∈ SO3(R), R−1(t) = RT (t).

5.4 Rigid body simulations in ENSnano

ENSnano offers two kinds of rigid body simulations. In the first system, the rigid bodies are
the double DNA helices used in the design. Each of them is treated as an independent rigid
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cylinder, and we treat crossovers between helices as linear springs. This system is meant to
be used for quickly assessing the stability of the design.

In the second system, the helices are fixed on their grid positions and only the grids are
allowed to move. The rigid bodies in that system are therefore the sets of all the helices
attached to each grid. By running a simulation of this system, we can guess the intended
relative positions of the different grids of a design. This is useful for importing designs from
software like cadnano that do not incorporate information about geometry in their file format.

System of independent rigid helices. To apply the method described in Section 5.3, we
need to compute the inertia matrices of the elements of our system. Fortunately, this is easy
to do for rigid cylinders: The inertia matrix of a cylinder with length ℓ, radius r, volumetric
density m, centered at the origin and whose axis is parallel to the x axis is

Icylinder =

Ö
r4h
2 0 0

0 r2h
Ä
r2

4 + h2

12

ä
0

0 0 r2h
Ä
r2

4 + h2

12

äè . (5.16)

The forces and torque that are applied to the helices are the same as in the automatic roll
optimization system, and their values are given by Equations (5.1) and (5.2).

The difference is that in this system, the movement of the helices in unconstrained and
therefore the influences of the crossovers are not compensated by reaction forces from the
axes.

We tested our rigid helices simulation engine on both versions of the rectangle design
of [WR11] (see Figure 5.4 for the simulation results and Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2 for a de-
scription of the designs). When running the simulation on the version of the design that
resulted in twisted origami (left half of Figure 5.4c), the helices crash into each other. This
kind of behavior qualifies as a failure according to the quick stability test. Note that our
engine is not able to predict the actual twisted shape of the design, however it can say that
its representation as a flat rectangle is not realistic. When running the simulation on the
corrected design that assembled into a flat origami (right half of Figure 5.4c), the helices stay
still, meaning that this design passes ENSnano’s quick stability test.

System of rigid components attached to grid. In order to run our simulation engine
on objects made of all the helices attached to a grid, we need to compute the inertia matrices
of these objects. The first step is to compute the center of mass of the object. The center of
mass of a component C made of the helices H1, H2, · · · , Hn is given by the weighted sum

OC =
n∑

k=1

hk
S
Ok (5.17)

where hk is the height of helix k, Ok is its center of mass, and S =

k∑
i=1

hk is a normalization

factor. The contribution of each helix to the total inertia of the component equal to the
inertia of the helix when taking into acount its position relative to the center of mass of the
component:

Ik = Icylinder + hk

Ñ
r2k,y + r2k,z −rk,xrk,y −rk,xrk,z
−rk,xrk,y r2k,x + r2k,z −rk,yrk,z
−rk,xrk,z −rk,yrk,z r2k,x + r2k,y

é
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(a) Initial state

(b) After rigid body simulation

(c) Actual assembly of the designs

Figure 5.4: Rigid body simulation on the helices of the rectangle origami designs
from [WR11]. a: Designs after import from cadnano and automatic roll optimization. b: De-
signs after a few steps of rigid body simulations. c: Actual assembly of the origami, as
presented in [WR11]. See also Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2 for a description of the desings.

where rk =

Ñ
rk,x
rk,y
rk,z

é
= Ok−O is the vector from the center of mass of the component to that

of the helix.
In this system we consider only the crossovers between helices that are attached to different

grids. The forces exerted on by the crossovers on the grids is the same as in the other systems
and is given by Equation (5.1). The torque of these forces however is computed relatively to
the center of mass of the whole component. We tested this simulation engine on the double
layer origami design from [TLJ+17]. This design consists of two orthogonal layers of helices
and was originally designed in cadnano. Our simulation engine is capable of retrieving the fact
that the two layers are supposed to be orthogonal. However since it does not enforce volume
exclusion, the two layers end up slightly superposed and manual adjustment of their position
is still required after the simulation. In addition to enforcing volume exclusion this system
would benefit from performing roll optimizations during the simulation, which it currently
does not.
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(a) As imported from cadnano

(b) After rigid body simulation on the grid components

Figure 5.5: Using rigid body simulator to position grids in ENSnano. a: Double layer
origami from [TLJ+17] as imported from cadnano. Cadnano files do not have information
about geometry so the grids are imported as parallel. b: Position of the grids after rigid body
simulation. Some helices are intersecting each other because ENSnano’s rigid body engine
does not enforce volume exclusion.
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Chapter 6

An efficient user interface for the
conception of DNA nanostructures

In this chapter, we present ENSnano’s interface for designing DNA nanostructures. We
also describe some of ENSnano’s original features and explain how to perform the most
frequent edit operations with our software. This chapter is mostly adapted from our paper
introducing ENSnano at the 27th international conference on DNA computing and molecular
programming [LS21].

6.1 Overview of ENSnano’s interface

The interface of ENSnano is designed so that the most common actions are only one click
away: editing either grids, helices, strands crossovers, 5′ or 3′ ends of domains,. . . can all be
performed from the normal action mode. The interface is divided in four area (Figure 6.1):

• The top bar (1) contains buttons to open/save files, to organize the 2D and 3D view,
to undo/redo operations and to change the selection/action mode.

• The Left panel (2-5) contains GUI elements. It is itself divided into four regions (see
next paragraph).

• The main view area (6). By default, both the 3D and 2D views are displayed in that
area, but it is also possible to focus on only one of them to gain space.

• The bottom bar (7) is used to display information about the current action during
edition.

The Left panel is divided into four regions.

The camera panel (3) gathers buttons that set the camera in standard positions, which is
useful to align the design with the axis.

The contextual (4) panel displays either a text summarizing how to perform basic actions
in ENSnano, or information about the current selection.

The organizer (5) allows elements of the design to be gathered into named groups. These
groups can be used to quickly select one part of the design, or to adjust altogether the
properties of the elements in the set. Groups can for instance be used to quickly enable
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Figure 6.1: Overview of ENSnano’s interface. 1: Top bar. 2: Tool panel. 3: Camera
shortcut panel. 4: Contextual panel. 5: Organizer. 6: Main 2D/3D views. 7: Status bar.

crossover suggestions between the helices of two groups. They can also be used to temporarily
hide or show parts of the design. Finally, when staple strands are placed in named groups,
these will appear in the export format. This can be useful when making modular designs, as
it allows to quickly identify the components to which each strand belongs.

Note that the group structure in ENSnano does not require the groups to be disjoint.
This is typically useful in the case where one wants to visualize the interface between two
components linked together by a set of crossovers. To do so, one can create two groups, each
of them containing one of the components and the set of crossover. Using these groups, one
can choose to hide everything in a design but one of the components and the crossovers at
the interface (Figure 6.2).

The tool panel is composed of eight tabs:

• The grid tab gathers the tools to create grids and add helices to them.

• The edit tab gathers the tools to edit nucleotides, strands and helices.

• The camera tab presents the visualization parameters.

• The rigid body engine tab presents the physics simulation tools presented in Chap-
ter 5.

• The sequence tab is used to set the sequence of the scaffold and export the sequences
of the staples of an origami.

• The parameter tab allows to change some parameters like font size and scrolling
sensitivity.
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(a) The whole design (b) The lower layer only (c) The upper layer only

Figure 6.2: Using ENSnano’s groups to hide elements of the design. a: The two layers of a
rocket design which are spread apart to ease the reading of the crossovers in the figures. Two
overlapping heterogeneous groups, gathering helices and crossovers, have been created in the
organizer, and can be shown or hidden on demand in the 3D view. b: A first group gathering
the helices in the rectangular base, and the crossovers between the two layers. c: A second
group gathering the helices of the rocket and the crossovers between the two layers.

• The Bézier path tab allows creating and editing Bézier paths (see Section 9.2 in
Chapter 9).

• The revolution tab allows creating twisted revolution surfaces (see Chapter 11).

Action and selection modes. Objects are selected by clicking on them in one of the view.
What is selected determined by the selection mode. The selection modes are: nucleotides ,
strands and helices .

The action mode determine how the user interacts with the design. The most common
editing operations are done in the normal mode . The translation mode allows to
translate the selected object and the rotation mode allows to rotate it. The helix creation
mode is used to create helices on grid positions.

Grids are added to the design using buttons from the Grid tab. These buttons are: for
square grid, for hexagonal grid, and for nanotubes. Creating a new grid automatically
set the action mode to helix creation. In this action mode, helices are added to a grid by
clicking on the desired position on the grid. One can choose to equip a helix with a double
strand at its creation: just set the starting position and length of the strands in the text fields
in the contextual panel. By default, a phantom helix is displayed when a helix is created, this
can be switched off later on in contextual panel after selecting the grid.

Building a first design. Figure 6.3 presents step-by-step how to build a very simple design
in ENSnano.

6.2 The main 2D and 3D views

Figure 6.4 shows how an example design is represented in both the 2D and 3D views.

ENSnano’s interface is designed so that these two views work together. They are fully
synchronized: modifications of the design made in one view are immediately visible in the
other one. Moreover, hovering a design element (strand, helix or nucleotide) with the mouse
cursor in one view will highlight it (in green) in both views. This makes the correspondence
between the two representations easier to grasp. Finally, double-clicking on a nucleotide or
crossover in one the two views will have the other one focus on it.
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(A) Create a square grid (B) Left-click to create two helices

(E) Left-click-drag to
create four strands

(F) Left-click in
the middle of a strand

(I) Right-click on the neighboring
nucleotide to double the crossover (J) A first design in ENSnano

(G) Left-drag downwards to
initiate a crossover

(C) Right-click on the grid to place the
pivot and right-click-drag to rotate

(H) Release the mouse on the strand
bellow to create the crossover

Figure 6.3: Step-by-step construction of a first design in ENSnano.

3D-view. The main purpose of the 3D view is to visualize and organize the components in
space.

3D organization of the design. The grids and helices can be rearranged by selecting
them and choosing the or action mode. Red, blue and green handles appear to be
pulled in the three possible directions (Figure 6.5). These handles can be chosen to be either
aligned with the selected object’s frame, or with the canonical world’s frame.

Fog. Sometimes, the 3D view can become jammed in many helices are in the field of
view. The fog feature from the camera tab allows displaying only the part of the design
within a given radius around either the pivot or the position of the camera, fading the rest
progressively to invisible (Figure 6.6).

Editing strands and crossovers in the 3D view. There are some cases were the
3D view is better suited for editing strands and crossovers. Left-clicking and dragging the
extremity of a strand or crossover allows to translate it along the helix. To create crossovers,
click on a nucleotide and hold until it becomes highlighted in blue (250 ms), then drag to the
other end of the crossover and release.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between the 2D and the 3D views. The 3D interface shows the
shape, that we wish that our design will adopt. Since this design is made of two layers making
an odd angle. It cannot be faithfully represented in 2D. By separating the helices of the two
layers, and adjusting the orientation of the helices composing the rocket layer, one can build
a 2D representation of the design that is as close as possible to its intended 3D structure:

Crossover length color shading. ENSnano offers visual clues for assessing the length
of crossovers. In the 3D view, the crossovers are displayed as cylinder whose color depends
on the distance between their extremities. Short crossovers have the same color as the strand
they belong to, while crossovers of excessive length are shaded from light grey to black, darker
nuances indicating longer crossovers (Figure 6.7).

The 2D view. The 2D view is the blueprint of the design. It follows and extends the
streamlined interface of cadnano and scadnano by adding a list of features that improves its
ergonomics:

• Creation and edition of strands, creation and translation of crossovers, cutting and
ligating strands are all done in the same edition mode, using only the mouse, as shown
in Figure 6.8.

• The 2D and 3D views work together: a translucide green ball indicates in the 3D view
which nucleotide is hoverred by the mouse in the 2D view (e.g., see Fig. 6.8F and 6.8H).
Also, double-left-clicking a nucleotide in the 2D view centers it in the 3D view.

• The helix representations automatically extend when needed, e.g. when elongating a
strand. The helix representations can be tighten back using the buttons “All/Selected”
under “Tighten 2D helices” in the edition tab , or simply by clicking on their handles.
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(A) Translation handles aligned
with the canonical axes

(B) Translation handles aligned
with the object axes

(C) Rotation handles aligned
with the canonical axes

(D) Rotation handles aligned
with the object axes

Figure 6.5: Translating/rotating objects of the design.

Figure 6.6: The fog feature. On the left, the fog feature is disabled. The background is
jammed with strands, and it is hard to focus on the crossovers between the two layers; On the
right, thanks to the fog feature, the background is cleared and the crossover is now clearly
visible, ready to be adjusted if needed.
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(a) Long crossovers are displayed in
black.

(b) Corrected crossovers

Figure 6.7: Length color shading of the crossovers in the 3D view. a: In this example,
several crossovers of various lengths are visible. Crossovers that are short and don’t require
the designer’s attention are displayed in the same color as their strand. Some crossovers are
displayed in light-grey indicating that their moderately excessive length may only represent
a minor problem in the design. However, one pair of crossovers is displayed in black. This
should catch the designer’s eyes and indicates that this pair of crossovers should be relocated.
b: After correcting the two faulty crossovers, they are now shorter and appear in a lighter
shade. This indicates that the design on the right panel is more likely to be feasible.

• Any helix representation can be translated and rotated arbitrarily in the 2D view, to
match as closely as possible the 3D arrangement of design, or serve any other purposes
(e.g. Figure 6.4). Left-clicking on their number and drag will translate the selected
helices, while right-clicking and drag will rotate them.

• Moving in both views is done by middle-click and drag. Zooming in and out is done by
scrolling the mouse wheel.

Splitting the 2D view. As mentioned earlier, some 3D complex structures cannot
be faithfully mapped into 2D, and some parts that are next to each other in space, will
inevitably be mapped far apart in any 2D view. This usually makes 2D representation of
3D DNA nanostructures complex to read and even more to edit. For instance, very long
crossovers cross each other in every possible direction in the cadnano representation of the
double-layer origami in [TLJ+17], and make it almost impossible to edit. ENSnano’s 2D split
view solves this issue elegantly by allowing to zoom and to act seamlessly on two distant parts
of the 2D view, as if they were next to each other. Indeed, one can build a crossover from
one split view to the other just as if it was one single 2D view, see Figure 6.9. Moreover,
crossovers whose ends are on opposite sides of the split view, are drawn across the views,
making them easy to read and edit.

Note that left double-clicking on a crossover in the 3D view, splits the 2D view as soon
as both of its ends do not fit in the 2D view. We thus recommend to 1) create the desired
crossover approximately in the 3D view and then 2) to double-click on it, so that it gets
focused and drawn across the split 2D view, where the user can then edit it comfortably.
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Figure 6.8: Swift strand editing in the 2D view. A) Create a strand: Left click on an empty
position and drag. B) Extend a domain: Left click on an end of a domain and drag. Note
that the helix automatically extends if needed. C) Cut & ligate a strand: A right click in the
middle of strand cuts the strands. A right click on the end of a strand next to another ligates
them. D) Create a crossover: A left click and drag up-/down-wards on a strand initiates
the creation of a crossover that will bind the initial click position to the position where the
mouse is dragged to. E) Double/Delete a crossover: A right click on an unconnected end of
a strand next to a crossover will double the crossover. A right click on one end of a crossover
will break it. F) Move a crossover: A left click-and-drag at one end of a crossover will move
this crossover. Note that the possibly neighboring crossover will be pushed and pulled back
during the dragging until the final position is set.
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Figure 6.9: Editing with the 2D split view. Left: Building a crossover between “2D-distant”
helices by dragging the mouse from one split view to the other. Right: In a single 2D view,
the zoom factor required to see both ends of the crossover (highlighted in red) would be so
small that precise editing would be impractical.
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Figure 6.10: Crossover suggestions. As none of the three helices are parallel, finding crossover
positions may be difficult. We thus assign the helices 1 and 2 (the orange and green stranded)
to the green family and helix 3 (the blue stranded) to the red family in the organizer (note that
the color family is displayed as the background color of their identifier disc in the 2D view).
In the 3D view, the suggested crossovers are indicated by a translucent purple connection
between two nucleotides. In the 2D view, the nucleotides that could be bound by a crossover
are indicated by pairs of dots of matching color.

6.3 Geometry-based features

Some features of our software exploit the fact that ENSnano’s data structure directly embeds
the geometry of the design.

Crossover suggestions. Cadnano offers crossover suggestions by indicating periodic po-
sitions at which neighbouring DNA helices can be connected. These suggestions are simply
constructed by repeating a 32-periodic pattern, assuming that all helices are straight and par-
allel, and that DNA double helices have a fractional number of base pairs per turn (323 = 10.67
bp/turn). While these suggestions allow the user to gain time, they cannot be used to con-
nect non-parallel helices. Since they are based on an approximation of the geometry of DNA,
the resulting design also need to be adjusted, for example by adding a deletion every 48
nucleotides [WR11].

In ENSnano the 3D positions of all nucleotides is known at all time. This can be exploited
to offer geometry-based crossover suggestions: the suggested crossovers are simply those that
would connect nucleotides with a short-enough distance between them (Figure 6.10).

To avoid cluttering the interface, crossover suggestions are, by default, only shown be-
tween user-specified helices. Helices can be assigned a crossover suggestion family : none,
red or green. Crossover suggestions are made between helices from the red family and the
green family. Crossover suggestions can be used to facilitate the connection of non-parallel
components (Figure 6.11). To connect two components, assign their helices to a crossover
family. All the possible crossovers will then appear in both the 3D view (as a purple line
connecting the nucleotides), and 2D view (as a pair of dots of matching colors).
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Figure 6.11: Crossover suggestions between the red and green color families. The helices
are partitioned into two groups in the organizer: “Frame” and “Rocket” assigned resp. to
the red and green families. On can see the pair of matching dots in the split view marking
recommended positions for crossovers.

Grid-geometry aware copy and paste. Many DNA nanostructure designs contain
a pattern that is repeated multiple times. This is for example the case of SST nan-
otubes [YHS+08, WDM+19], rectangular DNA origami [WR11], or 3D SST designs [KOSY12].
For these kinds of design, the possibility to duplicate patterns can save a lot of time. Scadnano
for example offers the possibility to copy and paste strands.

ENSnano allows strands and crossovers to be duplicated by using the grid structure to
compute the 3D path followed by the copied pattern, to paste the same path at a different
location, regardless of the indices of the helices and of their relative positions in the 2D
view. Complex strands can thus be copied and pasted across the design (Figure 6.12a). For
example, a strand binding two consecutive helices in a nanotube can be copied all around the
nanotube: ENSnano will automatically loop the strand around the tube from the last to the
first helix.

Paste and repeat. In addition to the classic copy and paste feature, ENSnano offers a
geometry-aware paste-and-repeat which remembers as well the translation (in the grid and
along the helices) between the original and the first pasted pattern, to keep pasting iteratively
the pattern with the same translation. This is particularly useful for large repetitive designs
such as SST nanotubes or rectangular parts of an origami.

After copying the strands or crossover pattern with Ctrl/ +C, the first duplication is
made by pressing Ctrl/ +J. Once the first copy is positioned, the translation from the
original to the copy is memorized. Pressing Ctrl/ +J repetitively, will copy over and over
the pattern with the same offset, as long as there are helices to support them (Figure 6.13)
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(a) Copy-pasting DNA strands (b) Copy-pasting crossovers

Figure 6.12: Grid geometry-aware copy and paste of strands and crossovers. a: Duplication
of a strand. The red strand gets duplicated on other helices of the grid. One can check in the
3D interface that the path of the strand is correctly being copied, even if the 2D view could
be reorganized to present a clearer representation of the strand. b: Duplication of crossovers.
Four crossovers are being copied at once on existing strands.

Figure 6.13: Paste and repeat. Starting from the green strand made of two domains of
56 nucleotides each on helices 0 and 1 of an 8-helices nanotube, this strand is copied with
Ctrl/ +C and pasted with Ctrl/ +J, one helix below and 7 nucleotides forward. Repeat-
ing Ctrl/ +J compulsively 7 more times creates automatically the other strands, applying
repetitively the same translation and thus filling the nanotube with strands in no time. Note
that ENSnano is aware of the nanotube-grid geometry and places the 7th pasted olive strand
appropriately, binding helices 7 and 0.
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6.4 Experimental validation: rocket origami with two non-
parallel layers

In order to test ENSnano’s geometric model, we design and assemble an origami with two
non-parallel layers. The origami has the shape of a rocket lying on a rectangular frame. Both
layers are made of parallel helices, but there is a 30°angle between the helices of the rocket
and those of the frame.

The shape of the rocket was designed with students of the CR11 class on Molecular Com-
puting at ENS de Lyon, under the supervision of Nicolas Schabanel (NS). After positioning
the helices forming each layer on their respective grid, the scaffold routing and staple design
was straightforward thanks to ENSnano’s 3D view and crossover recommendation’s. The
split 2D view was of great help as well, especially for adjusting the crossovers between the
two layers. The final design can be seen on several figures from the previous section, for
example on Figures 6.1 and 6.4. We would like to stress the fact that no external simulation
software was used at any time of the design process. The staples strands were ordered from
IDT when the origami looked satisfying in ENSnano’s 3D view.

The origami was designed to use a p7249 M13 scaffold. The sequences of the staple strands
were computed directly by ENSnano. NS annealed the staple strands at 10mM with 1mM
scaffold in 1× TAE buffer with 12.5mM MgCl2, with an annealing ramp starting at 95° C
and decreasing to 55° C at −1°C/min, then from 55° C to 45° C at −1° C/15min then hold
at 25° C. AFM images of the assembly can be seen in Figure 6.14.

The AFM images reveal that the origami assembled into the desired shape, which consti-
tutes a first experimental validation of ENSnano’s geometry-based design method.
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Figure 6.14: AFM images of our rocket design. These were obtained on a JPK Fastscan
Nanoworld 4 equipped with a Nanoworld USC-F0.3-k0.3 tip in tapping mode — 20µL sample
of: m13mp18 scaffold at 1nM with staples at 10nM in 1× TAE buffer with 12.5mM magne-
sium. Assembly and imaging by Nicolas Schabanel.
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Part III

Design of curved DNA
nanostructures
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Chapter 7

Chebyshev Polynomials

7.1 Mathematical properties

Chebyshev polynomials constitute a powerful tool in numerical analysis [MH02, Tre19], and
we will use them extensively in this part. In Chapter 8, we will use them to approximate
integrals. In Chapters 9 and 10, we will use them to create continuous interpolations of
discrete sets of point/values.

The goal of this section is to introduce Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. We will
recall their properties that are useful to us, and see how to compute them efficiently.

Definition 1. The n-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind is the polynomial Tn defined
by the relation

Tn(cos(θ)) = cos(nθ). (7.1)

Property 1. Chebyshev polynomials satisfy

T0 = 1,

T1 = X,

and the recurrence relation

∀n ⩾ 2, Tn = 2XTn−1 − Tn−2 (7.2)

Proof (of relation (7.2)). Recall the trigonometric identity

cos(nθ) = cos((n− 1)θ − θ)

cos(nθ) = cos((n− 1)θ) cos(θ)− sin((n− 1)θ) sin(θ) (7.3)

and

cos((n− 2)θ) = cos((n− 1)θ − θ)

cos((n− 2)θ) = cos((n− 1)θ) cos(θ) + sin((n− 1)θ) sin(θ). (7.4)

Summing (7.3) and (7.4) gives

cos(nθ) + cos((n− 2)θ) = 2 cos(θ) cos((n− 1)θ),

which by, Definition 1, gives the recurrence relation (7.2).
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Since Definition 1 implies that T0 = 1 and T1 = X, the relation (7.2) implies that Tn is of
degree n for all n.

One of the reason for the popularity of Chebyshev polynomials in numerical analysis, is
that they can be used to construct polynomial interpolations of smooth functions. These
interpolations are “good” in a sense that will be formalized by Theorem 2.

These interpolations are constructed by interpolating the objective function on a special
set of points.

Definition 2. The Chebyshev points of the first kind associated to the integer n are the n+1
roots of Tn+1

Cn = {x̃k} =
®
cos

Ç(
k − 1

2

)
π

n+ 1

å
, 1 ⩽ k ⩽ n+ 1

´
(7.5)

Definition 3. The n-th Chebyshev interpolant of a function f is the unique polynomial pn
of degree at most n so that for every Chebyshev point x̃k ∈ Cn, f (x̃k) = pn (x̃k).

Remark 1. In the other chapters, Chebyshev interpolants of a function f are designated by
the notation f̃ . Here, we use the notation pn to stress the fact that they are polynomials.

When f is continuous, pn is a good interpolation of f in the following sense:

Theorem 2 ([Riv06]). Let f be a continuous real-valued function on [−1, 1], let pn be the
n-th Chebyshev interpolant of f and let p∗ be a polynomial satisfying

∥p∗ − f∥∞ = min
p∈Rn[X]

∥p− f∥∞,

where ∥ · ∥∞ is the infinite norm

∥g∥∞ = max
x∈[−1,1]

|g(x)|.

Then there exists a constant Λn so that

∥pn − f∥∞ ⩽ (1 + Λn) ∥p∗ − f∥∞
and

Λn ⩽
2

π
log(n+ 1).

The constant Λn is called the Lebesgue constant associated to the polynomial pn. For
comparison’s sake, in the case of the polynomial qn obtained by interpolating f on a set
of (n + 1) equispaced points, the associated Lebesgue constant is much larger and verifies

([Tre19], Theorem 15.2) Λn > 2n−2

n2 .
It remains to show how to build Chebyshev interpolants with Chebyshev polynomials.

Since each Ti is of degree i, (Ti)i⩽n is a basis of Rn[X]. The value of the coefficients associated
to the decomposition of pn in this basis are given by the following theorem:

Theorem 3 ([MH02], Theorem 6.7). The n-th Chebyshev interpolant pn can be expressed
as a sum of Chebyshev polynomials:

pn =
n∑

i=0

ciTi,
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where, for i ⩾ 1,

ci =
2

n+ 1

n+1∑
k=1

f(xk)Ti(xk),

and

c0 =
1

n+ 1

n+1∑
k=1

f(xk)Ti(xk).

Proof (of Theorem 3, adapted from [MH02] Sections 4.6 and 6.3). Consider the sum

s(1)n (θ) =
∑

xk∈Cn

cos

ÅÅ
k − 1

2

ã
θ

ã
= cos

Å
1

2
θ

ã
+ cos

Å
3

2
θ

ã
+ · · ·+ cos

Å
2n+ 1

2
θ

ã
. (7.6)

If we take z = eiθ, one can see that

s(1)n (θ) = ℜ
Ä
z

1
2 (1 + z + · · ·+ zn)

ä
s(1)n (θ) = ℜ

Å
z

1
2
1− zn+1

1− z

ã
s(1)n (θ) = ℜ

ÑÄ
z−

n+1
2 − z

n+1
2

ä
z

n+1
2

z
−1
2 − z

1
2

é
s(1)n (θ) = ℜ

Ç
−2i sin

(
n+1
2 θ
) (

cos
(
n+1
2 θ
)
+ i sin

(
n+1
2 θ
))

2i sin
(
θ
2

) å
s(1)n (θ) =

2 sin
(
n+1
2 θ
)
cos
(
n+1
2 θ
)

2 sin
(
θ
2

)
s(1)n (θ) =

sin ((n+ 1)θ)

2 sin
(
θ
2

) . (7.7)

Therefore, we have (from (7.6)) s1n(0) = n + 1, s
(1)
n (2π) = −(n + 1), and (from (7.7)) for

integers 0 < r < 2(n+ 1), s
(1)
n ( rπ

n+1) = 0.

This gives, for an integer r ⩽ 2(n+ 1),

s(1)n

Å
rπ

n+ 1

ã
=


n+ 1 if r = 0 (from (7.6))

0 if 0 < r < 2(n+ 1) (from (7.7))

−(n+ 1) if r = 2(n+1) (from (7.6))

. (7.8)

Now, we consider

aij =
∑

xk∈Cn

Ti(xk)Tj(xk) (7.9)

where Cn is the set of roots of Tn+1 (see Definition 2). For 1 ⩽ k ⩽ n+ 1, we write θk =
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arccos (xk), we have (from Definition 1)

aij =

n+1∑
k=1

cos(iθk) cos(jθk)

aij =
1

2

n+1∑
k=1

cos((i+ j)θk) cos((i− j)θk)

aij =
1

2

Å
s(1)n

Å
(i+ j)π

n+ 1

ã
+ s(1)n

Å
(i− j)π

n+ 1

ãã
aij =


0 if i ̸= j and i, j ⩽ n

n+ 1 if i = j = 0
1
2(n+ 1) if 0 < i = j ⩽ n

. (7.10)

Now, back to the decomposition of pn in the basis (Ti)i⩽n. By definition of pn we have
for xk ∈ Cn

f(xk) = pn(xk) =

n∑
i=0

ciTi(xk).

By multiplying by 2
n+1Tj(xk) and summing, we get

2

n+ 1

n+1∑
k=1

f(xk)Tj(xk) =

n∑
i=0

ci

(
2

n+ 1

n+1∑
k=1

Ti(xk)Tj(xk)

)

=

n∑
i=0

ci
2

n+ 1
aij

=

®
cj if j > 0

2c0 otherwise
(from 7.10)

Evaluating Chebyshev polynomials Now that we have decomposed pn in the basis of
Chebyshev polynomials, it remains to see how to evaluate pn(x) for a given x ∈ [−1, 1].

In general, a polynomial of the form P =
∑n

i=0 aiX
i can be efficiently evaluated by

Horner’s method [VZGG13, Section 5.2]. However, in the case of a sum of Chebyshev polyno-
mials, this method is not the best. First, we have not computed the coefficients ai associated
to the decomposition of pn in the canonical basis of Rn[X]. Second, while it is possible to
compute these coefficients using the recurrence formula (7.2), there is a better suited method
to evaluate pn.

The method, presented in [MH02, Section 2.4.1], is as follows: In order to evaluate

pn(x) =
n∑

i=0

ciTi(x),

we can rewrite it as

pn(x) = (c0, c1, . . . , cn)

á
T0(x)
T1(x)

...
Tn(x)

ë
= cTp.
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We notice that the recurrence relation (7.2) implies that



1
−2x 1
1 −2x 1

1 −2x 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

1 −2x 1
1 −2x 1





T0(x)
T1(x)
T2(x)
T3(x)

...
Pn−1(x)
Pn(x)


=



1
−x
0
0
...
0
0


,

which we can rewrite

Ap = x.

Now let bT = (b0, b1, . . . , bn) be the row vector so that

bTA = cT . (7.11)

Then we have

pn(x) = cTp = bTAp = bTx = b0 − 2xb1. (7.12)

If we write bn+2 = bn+1 = 0, equation (7.11) becomes a recurrence relation

br − 2xbr+1 + br+2 = cr, for r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n},

or equivalently

br = 2xbr+1 − br+2 + cr,

from which we can recover b1 and b0 and then compute pn(x) = b0 − 2xb1 (Equation (7.12))
with n+3 multiplications (one multiplication to compute 2x then one multiplication for each
br(0 ⩽ r ⩽ n), then one multiplication to compute pn(x)) and 2(n + 1) + 1 additions (two
additions for each br and one for pn(x)).

7.2 Implementation details

In order to use Chebyshev polynomials in ENSnano, I have written a separated Rust library
that can compute Chebyshev interpolants and evaluate them.

The Chebyshev interpolant construction procedure can take two kinds of inputs

1. A real function f defined on an interval [a, b] (that needs to be specified), an error
threshold ε and a finite set of points {xi}0⩽i<N ⊂ [a, b] on which the error will be
evaluated

2. A set {(xi, yi)}0⩽i<N mapping arguments to values, where the xi-s are required to be
strictly increasing, and an error threshold ε
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Interpolation of a set of point-values. This case can be reduced to the interpolation
of a function. To do so, the set {(xi, yi)} is sorted so that x0 < x1 < · · · < xN−1 and the
Chebyshev interpolant is constructed by interpolating the piecewise linear function f̂ defined
on [x0, xN−1] by

f̂(x) =

{
yi when x is equal to some xi

yi +
x−xi

xi+1−xi
(yi+1 − yi) when xi < x < xi+1.

The function f̂ is then interpolated using the method presented in the next paragraph. The
interpolation error for f̂ will be evaluated on the set {xi}.

Interpolation of a function. In order to define an interpolant for the function
f : [a, b]→ R, we shift it on the interval [−1, 1] by defining

f↔(x) = f

Å
2
x− a

b− a
− 1

ã
.

Using Theorem 3, we obtain an interpolant p↔n of f↔ which we can use to interpolate f
using the relation

f(x) = f↔
Å
a+ (x+ 1)

b− a

2

ã
≃ p↔n

Å
a+ (x+ 1)

b− a

2

ã
Our interpolant of degree n is therefore defined as

pn(x) = p↔n

Å
a+ (x+ 1)

b− a

2

ã
. (7.13)

The interpolation algorithm (Algorithm 1) consists in constructing the n-th interpolant
of f for successive values of n until the error

δn = max
0⩽i<N

|f(xi)− pn(xi)|

is smaller than ε. If we have not found a good enough interpolant when n reaches a certain
value MAX DEGREE, we return the interpolant that minimizes δn among those that have
been computed.

In our implementation, we take MAX DEGREE = 100 and this bound is rarely reached.
Note that the most time-consuming step in this algorithm is the computation of δ on Line 6
of Algorithm 1. In order to provide a reactive user interface, we want the execution time of
Algorithm 1 to be bounded by a few tens of milliseconds. To do so, we restrict ourselves to
cases where N ⩽ 105. We also benefit from the fact that the computation of δ can be easily
parallelized by dividing the set {xi} in k subsets of approximately equal size. In Rust this is
easily done thanks to the rayon library [SM] that provides parallel iterators. Listing 7.1 shows
how the interpolation error is evaluated.

This is an example of how the Rust compiler guarantees the safety of concurrent code: In
order to be allowed to use the par iter method, the compiler needs to be able to check that the
interpolated function F verifies the property Send + Sync which implies that it can be safely
shared between threads. If we try to use this method to interpolate a function that does not
have this property (for example because it has side effects), then the compiler will issue an
error, stating that the thread safety requirements for F are not met.
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Algorithm 1 Construction of an interpolation of f : [a, b]→ R with error threshold ε evalu-
ated on a set of points {xi} ⊂ [a, b]

1: n← 0
2: δ∗ ←∞ ▷ Error of the currently best interpolant
3: p∗ ← None ▷ Currently best interpolant
4: while n ⩽ MAX DEGREE do
5: p← pn ▷ As defined by (7.13)
6: δ ← max0⩽i<N |f(xi)− pn(xi)|
7: if δ < ε then
8: return pn
9: else if δ < δ∗ then

10: p∗ ← pn
11: δ∗ ← δ
12: end if
13: end while
14: return p∗

Listing 7.1: Parallelized evaluation of the maximum interpolation error on a specified set of
points

struct FunctionInterpolator<F>

where

F: Fn(f64) -> f64 + Send + Sync // F is a function f64->f64 that can be shared between threads

{

f: Box<F>, // The size of an ‘F‘ cannot be known at compile time so we access it through a pointer

polynomial: ChebyshevPolynomial,

/*

...

*/

}

impl<F> FunctionInterpolator<F>

where

F: Fn(f64) -> f64 + Send + Sync

{

/// Evaluate of the error of the current interpolation on the given set of poins

fn error_max(&self, points: &[f64]) -> f64 {

points

.par_iter() // Run the following computation on a parallel iterator

.map(|x| (self.polynomial.evaluate(*x) - (self.f)(*x)).abs())

.max_by(|a, b| { // The type f64 is not totaly ordered

if a < b { // (because NaN cannot be compared to the other)

std::cmp::Ordering::Less // so we must provide a custom total

} else { // ordering function

std::cmp::Ordering::Greater

}

})

.unwrap_or(std::f64::INFINITY)

}

}
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Chapter 8

A model for curved DNA double
helices

8.1 P-stick model for curved DNA helices

In order to generate the nucleotides position for curved DNA helices, we will extend The
P-stick model for straight DNA helices presented in 4.3. Recall that in the P-stick model for
straight helices, each helix with origin OH is equipped with a frame FH ∈ SO3(R), and that

nucleotides position were of the form OH + FH

Ñ
R cos(θ)
R sin(θ)
total rise

é
We now assume that the axis of the helix H follows a curved path CH : [0, Tmax] → R3.

By analogy with the P-stick model for straight helices, the nucleotides of this curved helix
lie on circles centered on the axis of the helix. However, the total rise of each nucleotide is
now measured along a curved path. Therefore, the projection of the nucleotide on the axis of
the helix is no longer of the form OH + total rise · ZH , and is instead the point CH(t) were
t = σ(total rise) and

s : T 7→
∫ T

0

∥∥∥ ˙CH(t)
∥∥∥
2
dt and σ : x 7→ s−1(x) (8.1)

are is the curvilinear abscissa and inverse curvilinear abscissa of CH (with ĊH(t) = dCH(t)
dt ).

Moreover, the circles on which the nucleotides lie are not necessarily all parallel, instead
the circle centered on CH(t) will be contained in the plane XH(t)YH(t) of a local frame
FH(t) = (XH(t), YH(t), ZH(t)).

This means that in order to extend the P-stick model to curved helices, we need to be
able to do two things:

1. Construct the set T = {tfi } ∪ {tbi} of parameters corresponding to projections of the
nucleotides on the axis of the helix.

2. Construct a moving frame FH : I → SO3(R).

Provided that these two objects have been constructed, the positions Nf
i (resp. N b

i ) of
the i-th nucleotide of the forward (resp. backward) axis are given by the following formulas:
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Nf
i = CH(tfi ) +RXH(tfi ) cos (ρ+ β · i)−RYH(tfi ) sin (ρ+ β · i) (8.2)

N b
i = CH(tbi) +RXH(tbi) cos (ρ+ β · i+ α)−RYH(tbi) sin (ρ+ β · i+ α) , (8.3)

where
tfi = σ(i ·∆) (8.4)

and
tbi = σ(i ·∆+ I). (8.5)

8.2 Discretization of the curve

In order to construct the set T = {tfi } ∪ {tbi}, we will compute a Chebyshev interpolation of
the inverse curvilinear abscissa σ. To do so, we will construct a set of points-value {(ti, s̄(ti))}i
where s̄ is an approximation of the curvilinear abscissa. This approximation depends on a
discretization parameter δ and is given by the Riemann sum

s̄(kδ) =
k∑

i=1

∥C(iδ)− C((i− 1)δ)∥2 ≃
∫ kδ

0
∥Ċ(t)∥2dt = s(kδ), 0 ⩽ k ⩽

õ
Tmax

δ

û
. (8.6)

The quality of our interpolation will be determined by the value of δ. We chose to pick a
value so that, on average, ∥C(t+ δ)− C(t)∥ ≃ ∆

10 where ∆ is the rise of the helix. This ensures
that, on average, the length between the positions of two consecutive nucleotides is obtained
by summing 10 chords, which should provide a fine enough approximation of our purpose.

Therefore, to pick δ, we first compute an approximation of the total length of the curve

L̄ =

N0∑
i=1

∥∥∥∥C Å(i+ 1)Tmax

N0

ã
− C

Å
iTmax

N0

ã∥∥∥∥
2

≃
∫ Tmax

0
∥ ˙C(t)∥2dt.

Then
ö
L̄
∆

ù
is an approximation of the number of nucleotides along the curve and set

δ = Tmax
1

10
ö
L̄
∆

ù .
We then construct the set of points-value {(ti, s̄i)} as defined by (8.6):

For 0 ⩽ i ⩽ N = Tmax
δ = 10

ö
L̄
∆

ù
,

ti = iδ, s̄i =

®
0 i = 0

s̄i−1 + ∥C(ti)− C(ti−1)∥2 1 ⩽ i ⩽ N .

We then construct an approximation σ̃ of σ by Chebyshev interpolation on the set {(s̄i, ti)}
using Algorithm 1 with an error threshold ε = 10−4nm.

Likewise, we construct an approximation s̃ of s by Chebyshev interpolation on the set
{(ti, s̄i)} using Algorithm 1 with an error threshold ε = 10−4nm, and we write

L̃ = s̃(Tmax).
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Adjustment of the geometric parameters for closed curve. If C is closed, (that is to
say C(Tmax) = C(0)), then we want the associated helix to loop on itself. This means that we
wish that the position of its last nucleotide coincides with the position of its first nucleotide.
This implies that

• The length of the helix must be an integer multiple of ∆, i.e.

L̃

∆
∈ N (8.7)

• The helix must make an integer number of full turns along C.

There is no reason for any of these requirements to be met a priori. Fortunately, when
L̃ ≫ ∆, it is possible to slightly tweak the geometric parameters ∆ and β so that both
conditions hold. In order to satisfy the Constraint (8.7), we can substitute ∆ by a value
∆′ ≃ ∆ in our model.

To compute ∆′ we set N =
[
L̃
∆

]
, where [·] is the rounding function, and set

∆′ =
L̃

N
.

When L̃ > ∆, we now have

∆′ −∆ =
L̃[
L̃
∆

] −∆ ⩽
L̃

L̃
∆ −

1
2

−∆ ⩽
∆
2

L̃
∆ −

1
2

(8.8)

and

∆−∆′ = ∆− L̃[
L̃
∆

] ⩽ ∆− L̃

L̃
∆ + 1

2

⩽
∆
2

L̃
∆ + 1

2

(8.9)

Inequalities (8.8) and (8.9) give

|∆−∆′| ⩽
∆
2

L̃
∆ −

1
2

.

In practice, this method will be applied to helices with at least 1000 nucleotides which
gives L̃ ⩾ 103∆ = 332nm, and in that case,

∆′ = ∆± 1.7× 10−4nm.

The difference between ∆ and ∆′ can therefore be considered to be insignificant as it is smaller
than the known precision for ∆.

As we will see in the next Section, the adjustment of the twist parameter depends on the
moving frame F : [0, Tmax]→ SO3(R) with which we equip the curve.
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8.3 Construction of a moving right-handed orthonormal frame
along a curved path

There are several ways to define a frame F along a curve. One of them is the Frenet
frame [AT12, Section 1.3] that is constructed using derivative of C with respect to time:

Definitions 4. Let I be a closed interval of R. Let C : I → R3 be a 3D curve of class Ck

with k ⩾ 2.

i The unit tangent of C at point C(t) is the vector

t(t) =
˙C(t)

∥Ċ(t)∥
.

ii The curvature of C at point C(t) is the value

κ(t) = ∥ṫ(t)∥.

If κ is everywhere nonzero on I, we say that C is biregular.

iii If C is biregular, the unit normal of C at point C(t) is the vector

n(t) =
ṫ(t)

∥ṫ(t)∥
.

iv If C is biregular, the unit binormal vector of C at point C(t) is the vector

b(t) = t(t) ∧ n(t).

Notice that, by definition of t, for all t ∈ I, we have

⟨t(t)|t(t)⟩ = ∥t(t)∥2 = 1. (8.10)

And therefore, by taking the derivative of (8.10) with respect to time, we get

⟨t(t)|n(t)⟩ = 0.

Therefore, the triplet (n(t),b(t), t(t)) is an orthonormal basis of R3. It is this triplet that is
called the Frenet frame.

While this construction appears to be natural, it is not well suited for our purpose.
The reason is that, in a DNA double helix, stacking interactions tend to enforce a constant
twist [CTP+08]. Conversely, the Frenet frame tends to rotate suddenly at inflextion points
of the curve (Figure 8.1).

This is why, we will instead construct a “lazily adaptive” frame that tries to rotate as
little as possible along the curve C while keeping its Z axis equal to the curve’s tangent. To do
so, the axes X and Y are constructed incrementally along the curve at the required locations
tfi , t

b
i .

• Let T = {tfi } ∪ {tbi} be the set of the parameters where we need to compute the frame
and sort it as T = {0 = t1 < · · · < t2n}.
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• X(0) and Y (0) are set arbitrarily so that (X(0), Y (0), Z(0)) is a properly oriented frame,
for instance: take u ∈ {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)} such that u is not collinear to Z(0)
and set Y (0) = Z(0) ∧ u and X(0) = Y (0) ∧ Z(0).

• For k = 2, 3, . . . , 2n, we set Y (tk) = Z(tk) ∧X(tk−1) and X(tk) = Y (tk) ∧ Z(tk).

This algorithm ensures that Y (tk) = Z(tk) ∧ X(tk−1) (by definition of Y (tk)) tries to stay
as close as possible to Y (tk−1) = Z(tk−1) ∧ X(tk−1) (by definition of X(tk−1)), hopefully
adapting minimally to the new tangent, and minimizing the resulting twist in the frame from
one step to the next.

Figure 8.1: Comparison between the Frenet frame (left) and the lazily adaptive frame
(right) for a given curve. Notice the quick rotation performed by the Frenet frame at the
circled location.

Adjustment of the twist parameter for closed curves. As we discussed in the previous
Section, when C is closed, we want the position of the last nucleotide to coincide with the
position of the first nucleotide. This implies in particular that the helix makes an integer
number of turns along C, which can be written

X(Tmax) cos(βNnt) + Y (Tmax) sin(βNnt) = X(0), (8.11)

where Nnt is the last nucleotide position on the helix.

In order to meet this condition, we can tweak the parameter β by replacing it by a value
β′ ≃ β so that Condition (8.11) holds if we substitute β by β′. In order to pick the value β′,
we first need to compute the number of turns Nturn that the helix makes along C, according
to our model. To do so, notice that the fact that C is closed implies that Z(0) = Z(Tmax).

Therefore, there exists an angle θ associated to the rotation Rθ =

Å
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

ã
so that(

X(Tmax) Y (Tmax)
)
= Rθ

(
X(0) Y (0)

)
.
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This angle is given by the formula

θ = atan2 [⟨X(Tmax)|Y (0)⟩ , ⟨X(Tmax)|X(0)⟩] ,
where atan2 : (y, x) 7→ arg(x+ iy) is the two-arguments arctangent function (Figure 8.2).

Figure 8.2: Computation of the angle between two frames. The values x, y and θ are given
by: x = X(Tmax) ·X(0); y = X(Tmax) · Y (0); and θ = atan2(y, x)

The number of turns that the helix makes along C is then given by

Nturn =
Nntβ + θ

2π
.

We can now pick the value β′ by setting M = [Nturn], where [·] is the rounding operator,
and

β′ =
2πM

Nnt
.

This parameter tweaking will be applied to long helices where Nnt ⩾ 1000, which gives

β′ =
2π
î
Nntβ+θ

2π

ó
Nnt

= β ± π

Nnt
= β ± 0.18◦.

This corresponds to a helicity between 10.38 base pairs (bp) per turn and 10.50 bp per turn.
For straight and long bundle of helices, it has been shown that using a value of 10.50 bp per
turn for the helicity lead to an undesired twist in the resulting structure [WR11]. It is however
important to note that this effect was observed on long rectilinear structures. We believe that
when a helix is constrained to follow closed curved path, the constraints should also have an
impact on its helicity, and that this impact is rightfully modeled by the adjustment that we
make to the value of β.

8.4 Implementation of the curved P-stick model and in silico
validation

We will now see how the curved P-stick model is implemented in ENSnano. While a straight
helix H only needs to store its position and its frame, a curved helix needs to store additional
values that have been constructed in the previous sections.
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Figure 8.3: Estimation of the axis position (yellow cross) for each base pair. For each base
pair, the axis position is estimated to be located at the position 0.2N3 + 0.8N1, where N3 is
the location of the N3 atom of the pyrimidine and N1 is the location of the N1 atom of the
purine.

In ENSnano, the objects representing curved helices store

• The positions {C(tfi )}i and {C(tbi)}i constructed in Section 8.2

• The frames {F(tfi )}i and {F(tbi)}i constructed in Section 8.3

• The time parameters {tfi }i constructed in Section 8.2

• The modified value β′ constructed in Section 8.2

and are built using Algorithm 2. The set of positions {C(tfi )}i and {C(tbi)}i, the set of frames

{F(tfi )}i and {F(tbi)}i, and the value of β′ are used to compute the 3D positions of the
nucleotides around the helix, and therefore to build a 3D representation of the helix. The set
of time parameters {tfi }i is used to build a 2D representation of the helix.

In silico validation of the curved P-stick model. The curved P-stick model that
we developed in this section can be used to derive the 3D positions of the nucleotides of
a helix whose axis follows a curved path. In order to evaluate the quality of our model,
we can compare its output with crystallography data of a naturally occurring curved DNA
nanostructure.

The nucleosome is the smallest unit of DNA packaging in eukaryotic cells [Kor77]. It
consists in a segment of DNA wrapped around an assembly of eight histone proteins. For our
evaluation, we use a high-resolution crystal structure of the nucleosome complex published
in [LMR+97]. We constructed an approximation P̃ of the path of the axis of the DNA segment
by Chebyshev interpolation of the estimated axis positions of each base pair, estimated to
be located at 20% of the way the N1 atom of the purine and the N3 atom of the pyrimidine
(Figure 8.3). We then superposed an STL representation of the reference crystal structure of
the DNA segment [LMR+97] and the 3D position of the nucleotides of the helix with axis P̃
as predicted by our model (Figure 8.4), revealing a good correspondence between our P-stick
model and the crystallography data.

Summary and conclusion. In this section, we extended the P-stick model to curved
helices. The process, summarized in Figure 8.5 rely on the discretization of the curve (Sec-
tion 8.2) and on the construction of a lazily adaptive frame along the curve (Section 8.3).
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Algorithm 2 Construction of an object representing a curved helix

Input: A real number Tmax and a curve C : [0, Tmax]→ R3.
▷ Adjustment of the geometric parameters
s̃← interpolate curvilinear abscissa(C)
σ̃ ← interpolate inverse curvilinear abscissa(C)
L̃← s(Tmax)
if C is closed then

N ←
î
L̃
∆

ó
∆← L̃

N
M ←

[
N
2πβ

]
β′ ← 2πM

N
else

β′ ← β ▷ ∆ keeps its usual value
end if
▷ Discretization of the curve
current time← 0
time points← [0] ▷ The set {ti}
positions forward← [C(0)] ▷ The set {C(tfi )}i
positions backward← [] ▷ The set {C(tbi)}i
current frame← init frame(C)
frames forward← [current frame] ▷ The set {C(tfi )}i
frames backard← [] ▷ The set {C(tbi)}i
current abscissa← 0
next abscissa forward← ∆
next abscissa backward← I
while current time ⩽ Tmax do

next point is on forward← next abscissa forward ⩽ next abscissa backard

next abscissa← min(next abscissa forward, next abscissa backard)
current time← σ̃(next abscissa)
current frame← itterative frame(current frame, current time, C)
if next point is on forward then

time points.append(current time)
positions forward.append(C(current time))
frames forward.append(current frame)
next abscissa forward += ∆

else
positions backward.append(C(current time))
frames backward.append(current frame)
next abscissa backward += ∆

end if
end while
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Figure 8.4: Superposition of crystallography data (pink) with the 3D positions of the
nucleotides as predicted by the curved P-stick model. The axis of the helix (in Yellow) was
constructed by Chebyshev interpolation of the axis location of each base pair (Figure 8.3).
The positions of the nucleotide on the green a blue strand are those predicted by the curved
P-stick model.

The model was validated in silico by comparing its prediction with crystallography data of
the nucleosome. In the next sections, we will validate the model experimentally by designing
various classes of curved DNA origamis.
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Figure 8.5: Computation of the 3D position of the nucleotides around the curve axis.
(A): The input of the discretization algorithm is a curve C : R → R3 (B) The first step to
position nucleotides on a curved axis is to split the curve into segment of constant curvilinear
length. (C) The curve is the equipped with an iterative frame whose z axis is always collinear
to the curve’s tangent. (D) Illustration of the inclination (I) and rise (∆) parameters. The
inclination is the curvilinear distance along the axis between the forward and the backward
nucleotides in a pair. The rise is the curvilinear distance along the axis between two consec-
utive nucleotides on the same strand. (E) Once the curve is discretized and equipped with
a moving frame, the P-stick model can be applied. The nucleotides are positioned in the
xy plane of the frame. (F): Positions of the nucleotides around a curved path in ENSnano’s
curved DNA model (G): Superposition of the curved helix as computed by ENSnano and
crystallography data extracted from [LMR+97]
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Chapter 9

Design of curved bundle of helices

9.1 Design principles

In this Chapter, we design and assemble DNA origami made of curved bundles of helices. The
design of these bundles rely on the notion of grid defined in Chapter 4. Bundles are created
by positioning helices on a grid, and having the grid follow a curved path (Figure 9.1). As
we have seen in the previous chapter, the position of a straight helix located at position (i, j)
on a grid G is given by the formula

OH = OG + FG · ΛG(i, j),

where OG is the origin of G, FG is the frame associated to G, and ΛG : Z2 → R3 is the lattice
associated to G (see Section 4.3). If we want the grid to follow a curved path PG : [a, b]→ R3,
we obtain a curved path P for the axis of the helix:

P(t) = PG(t) + FG(t) · ΛG(i, j), (9.1)

where FG : [a, b] → SO3(R) is now the moving frame associated to PF constructed with the
lazily adaptive process described in Section 8.3. We say the Equation (9.1) defines a translated
curve.

Discretization of a translated curve Looking at Equation (9.1), we notice that, in order
to construct the path P, one needs to construct a moving frame FG for the path PG . This
creates a problem because in Section 8 we did not construct a continuous moving frame
F : [0, Tmax] → SO3(R), but instead only constructed values F(t) for time the parameters

t ∈ {tfi } ∪ {tbi} where it was needed.

However, the “curved translation” operation that is defined in Equation (9.1) does not pre-
serve the curvilinear abscissa, and therefore, the time parameters corresponding to nucleotide
positions on the translated curve cannot be known when constructing the frame FG .

To address this issue, we first construct a continuous frame F̃G : [0, Tmax]→ SO3(R) by
first creating a discrete set {FG(ti)}i and interpolating it.

More precisely, for 1 ⩽ i, j ⩽ 3, we create a Chebyshev interpolation ãi,j of the set of
point-values {(tk, (FG(tk))ij}k. This gives us a parameterized matrix

Ã : t 7→ Ã(t) = (ãij(t))i,j ∈M3(R). (9.2)
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Figure 9.1: A helix whose axis is a translated curve. The helix is located at position (i, j)
of the grid G following the path PG equipped with the moving frame FG . The path followed
by the axis of the helix is given by equation P(t) = PG(t) + FG(t) · ΛG(i, j).

For a given t ∈ [0, Tmax], Ã(t) is, in general, not a right-handed orthonormal matrix. We
therefore need to “orthonormalize” it. To do so, we apply a similar strategy as in Section 8.3:
We call x(t),y(t) and z(t) the column vectors of Ã(t). The column vectors X̃G(t), ỸG(t) and
Z̃G(t) of F̃G(t) are then iteratively constructed from x, y and z by the formulas

Z̃G(t) =
z(t)

∥z(t)∥2

ỸG(t) =
Z̃G(t) ∧ x(t)∥∥∥Z̃G(t) ∧ x(t)

∥∥∥
2

X̃G(t) = ỸG(t) ∧ Z̃G(t).

Computer optimization. The computational cost of constructing F̃G affordable but not
negligible (≃ 10ms on an Intel Core i9-10885H). In the current implementation, this is com-
pensated by the fact that translated curves are discretized using a modified version of Algo-
rithm 2 where instead of constructing an iterative frame for P, we equip it with F̃G . This
allows the discretization procedure of the curve to be run in parallel as the computation for
each point can be multithreaded.
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Figure 9.2: Construction of a Bézier curve by successive interpolations. The red dots show
the positions of B(t) for t = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9.

9.2 Design of curved bundles in ENSnano

Currently, ENSnano offers an interface to design bundle of helices following a path that belongs
to a specific class of curves that we call piecewise cubic Bézier curve.

Bézier curves form a special class of polynomials that is widely used in computer graphics
[Mor99, Chapter 15].

Definition 5 (Cubic Bézier curve). Let a, b, c1 and c2 be four points of Rn. The cubic
Bézier curve defined by these four points is the parametric curve

B : t 7→ B(t),

where B(t) is constructed by the following repeated interpolations process as illustrated
by Figure 9.2:

1. Let P1, P2 and P3 be (1− t, t)-linear interpolations of a and c1, of c1 and c2, and of c2
and b:

P1 = (1− t)a+ tc1

P2 = (1− t)c1 + tc2

P3 = (1− t)c2 + tb

2. Let P4 and P5 be (1− t, t)-linear interpolations of P1 and P2 ,and of P2 and P3:

P4 = (1− t)P1 + tP2

P5 = (1− t)P2 + tP3

3. Define B(t) as a (1− t, t)-linear interpolation of P4 and P5:

B(t) = (1− t)P3 + tP4

The points a, b, c1 and c2 are called the control points of B.
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Figure 9.3: A cubic Bézier curve defined by the control points a, b, c2 and c2. Notice
that a and b define the extremities of the curve, while c1 and c2 determine the direction of
the curve’s tangent at its extremities.

Property 2. It can be verified that

B(t) = (1− t)3a+ 3(1− t)2tc1 + 3(1− t)t2c2 + t3b.

As a consequence, the Bézier curve defined by a, b, c1 and c2 verifies the following
properties illustrated by Figure 9.3.

• B(0) = a

• B(1) = b

• Ḃ(0) = 3 · (c1 − a)

• Ḃ(1) = 3 · (b− c2)

The manipulation of curved path seen as a concatenation of Bézier curves can thus be
made quite intuitive. By offering the possibility to move the control points, the user can
easily set the origin/end of the curve (by moving a and b) and the tangent at the origin/end
of the curve (by moving c1 and c2).

Definition 6. Let a0,a1, . . . ,ak and c+0 , c
−
1 , c

+
1 , . . . , c

−
k−1, c

+
k−1, c

−
k be 3k+1 points of Rn for

some integer n.
These points define k cubic Bézier curves B1, . . . ,Bk where for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ k, Bi is the cubic

Bézier curve defined by the control points ai−1,ai, c
+
i−1 and c−i .

If, for all integer 1 ⩽ i ⩽ k − 1, the vectors c+i−1 − ai and ai − c−i are collinear1, then
these curve can be concatenated (see Figure 9.4) into a single piecewise cubic Bézier curve
B : [0, k − 1]→ Rn defined by

B(t) =
®
B⌊t⌋({t}) if t < k − 1

ak−1 if t = k − 1,

1This requirement is not essential but ensures that there is no sudden change of direction in the concatenated
curve.
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Figure 9.4: A piecewise Bézier curve. The curve B is the concatenation of the curves B0,B1
and B2

Figure 9.5: A closed piecewise Bézier curve

where ⌊t⌋ is the integer part of t, {t} = t − ⌊t⌋ is the fractional part of t. The curve B is
everywhere left- and right-differentiable, and is everywhere continuously differentiable if for
all 1 ⩽ i ⩽ k − 1, c+i−1 − ai = ai − c−i .

Notice that, in the case where a0 = ak+1, B is closed (Figure 9.5).

Drawing piecewise Bézier curve in ENSnano. ENSnano offers a tool to draw piecewise
Bézier curves. To do so, user create a Bézier sheet that is a plane on which vertices of a
Bézier path can be positioned (Figure 9.6). Bézier paths define piecewise Bézier curves: the
vertices of the paths correspond to the extremities of the pieces of the curve, i.e. the points
a0,a1, . . . ,ak of Definition 6. The other control points are automatically given a default
position that depends on the position of the vertices of the path. The position of these other
control points can also be modified at will for precise specification of the curve.

Finally, it is possible to close the curve by ticking a checkbox in the GUI.

Creation of curved bundle of helices in ENSnano. Once the desired Bézier path has
been drawn, it can be equipped with a grid, either squared or hexagonal by clicking on the
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(a) Create the plane and draw the path.

(b) Make the path cyclic.

Figure 9.6: Drawing Bézier paths in ENSnano. This figure presents the sequence of actions
to perform in order to draw a Bézier path in ENSnano. a: Create the plane (1) and select the
Bézier path action mode (2), then position the control points by clicking on the plane (3-6).
b: To close/open the path, tick/untick the “cyclic” checkbox (7).

corresponding button in the GUI interface. The created grid is then displayed in its local
frame on every vertex of the Bézier path. Helices can then be created on this grid, by using
the Helix Creation action mode, like for straight bundle of helices (Figure 9.7).

Each instance of the grid on a vertex of the path can be translated and rotated to modify
the 3D position and tangent 3D direction of the curve on the corresponding vertex (Figure 9.8).
This can for example be useful when designing self-overlapping designs.

2D embedding of curved DNA helices. As we saw in Chapters 3 and 4, many DNA
nanostructure design software, including ENSnano, use an abstract 2D representation of DNA
helices as arrays with two rows, where each row represents one strand of the helix. As
we discussed, this representation, first introduced in caDNAno [DMT+09], is particularly
ergonomic for editing designs made of parallel helices.

In order to create a usable abstract 2D representation of curved DNA helices, we need
to take into account the fact that, in the curved region of a DNA nanostructure, the inner
helices are typically shorter than the outer ones [DDS09]. This makes it more challenging to
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Figure 9.7: Creating helices that follow a curved path. Once the path has been created
(Figure 9.6), it can be equipped with a grid (1). Then helices can be created on the grid by
choosing the “add helix” action mode (2) and clicking on the desired grid positions (3).

Figure 9.8: Translating/Rotating the grids on the paths. The grids on a Bézier path can
be translated or rotated like regular grids, to modify the positions and tangents of the helices
at a specific control point.
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represent these helices in 2D because the nucleotide positions continuously drift with respect
to one another. The classical solution consists in adding insertion and deletion marks in
caDNAno: insertions to extend the outer part of the double helices, deletions to contract
their inner parts. If this approach allows to keep the 2D representation of the double helices
synchronized, it puts however the burden on the designer to accurately keep track of the
correspondence between the desired curvature and the shift between the helices. Moreover, it
requires a manual input from the user who needs to place those deletions manually, hopping
for the best without feedback.

We developed a new approach that relies on our P-stick model for curved DNA. Each helix
follows a path C : [0, Tmax]→ R3. This parametrization can be chosen so that for adjacent
helices share the same parameterization. In that case, each t ∈ [0, Tmax] corresponds to a
given frontal cut S(t) of the design (see Figure 9.9). The goal is then to ensure that each
front cut is mapped to vertically aligned cells in the 2D view, (as is the case in caDNAno for
flat designs). To do so, the width of the cell representing each nucleotide at position n depends

linearly on the value wn = tfn+1 − tfn, where tfi is defined in Equation (8.4) in Section 8.1.

9.3 Experimental validation: design and assembly of a curved
bundle with the shape of a looped square

In order to validate our design method for curved bundle of helices, we designed and assemble
a six-helices bundle with the shape of a looped square (Figure 9.10).

9.3.1 Description of the design and its variants

The looped square shape was chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of ENSnano because it
is a closed, self-overlapping shape that should easily be identifiable on AFM or TEM images.
This shape also exhibits a non-uniform curvature (Figure 9.11) that would have been difficult
to design with methods that require tracking the curvature to adjust the crossover pattern.

In order to test whether the curvature induced locally by the crossovers was enough to
constrain the origami to the desired shape, several variants of the design were tested. These
variants differ by the presence or absence of two kinds of linking staples.

Junctions staples. The desired squared-loop shape passes over itself at four locations (Fig-
ure 9.12). In the most constrained variant of the design, for each of these four intersec-
tions, there is a pair of staples linking the two overlapping parts of the bundle. These
linking staples are called junction staples.

Closing staples. The desired squared-loop shape is closed. In the most constrained variants
of the design, linking staples connect both ends of the bundle to close it (Figure 9.13).
Variants of the design that include those staples are called closed. In open variants
of the design, these staples are truncated so that the two ends of the bundle may be
disconnected, and a quadruplet of T is added on both ends to prevent stacking.

9.3.2 Annealing and imaging of the origami

Nicolas Schabanel (NS) annealed the four variants of the looped square origami and produced
atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of non purified samples (Figure 9.14).
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NS annealed the origami in 1x TAE with 12.5 mM MgCl2 using 5nM of scaffold and 50nM
of staples. The annealing ramp was −1°C/min from 65° C to 45° C.

Allan Mills (AM) annealed the four variants of the looped square origami, and produced
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of samples purified by electrophoresis on a
1% agarose gel (Figure 9.15).

AM annealed the origami in a Folding buffer (5mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, pH=8) with 12mM
Mg using 100nM of scaffold and 500nM of staples. The folding ramp was: 15min at 65° C
followed by a descent from 60° C to 40° C at −1° C/hour.

Results

Closed variant with junction staples (CJ). The AFM images of the closed variant
of the looped square origami with junction (Figure 9.14a) reveal a variety of shapes that
includes the desired shape. The desired shape can be seen much more consistently in the
TEM images of a purified sample of the same origami (Figure 9.15a). The TEM images of
the origami allow us to claim that they have the desired shape. The electrophoresis gel also
show that the origami is produced with a good yield.

Open variant with junction staples (OJ). The AFM images of the open variant
of the design, with junctions (Figure 9.14b) reveal several instances of an open shape with
four loops. Similar results can be observed on TEM images of the same variant of the design
(Figure 9.15b). This suggests that closing staples are required to enforce the closing of the
shape.

Closed variant without junction staples (CnoJ). In both AFM (Figure 9.14c) and
TEM (Figure 9.15c) several shapes can be seen consistently. These shapes can be obtained
with plumber pipes linked with 3/4-turns corners (Figure 9.16). This is a sign that even
though the crossovers are enough to locally enforce bending in the 6-helices bundle, they
cannot constrain the orientation of those turns. Note that in some of the unwanted shapes,
the torsion is quite high and this seems to have been compensated in the origami by the
absence of some of the staples in parts of the origami as can be observed in Figure 9.16. This
suggests that the crossover scheme designed with ENSnano enforces a curvature in the corners
of the design that is locally correct, but not constrained enough to control the overall shape
of the structure. Junction staples, like closing staples seem to also be required to enforce the
folding of the structure in the intended shape.

Open variant without junction staples (OnoJ). TEM images of the open variant of
the design, without junction staples (Figure 9.15d) reveal a variety of open, curved bundle. In
regard to the above results this variety of shape is surprising. Still, we do observe a curvature
induced by the crossover pattern.
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Figure 9.9: ENSnano’s 2D deletion/insertion-free adaptive representation of curvy parallel
double-helices as arrays whose cell widths are automatically adjusted to match the progress
of each double helix. Notice that between these two front cuts, the outermost helix (helix 4)
progresses by about 100 nucleotides, while the innermost helix (helix 1) progresses by about
70 nucleotides only.
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Figure 9.10: Design of the six-helices bundle with the shape of a looped squared. Left: The
Bézier path followed by the bundle as drawn in ENSnano. Right: The helices of the bundle.
The helices are numbered from 1 to 6. These numbers are used in the 2D representation of
the design and in Figure 9.11

Figure 9.11: The curvature of the looped square bundle. Left: Heat map of the bundle’s
radius of curvature. The dark blue color corresponds to region where the bundle is locally
almost straight, and where the radius of curvature is therefore nearly infinite. Right: Plot of
the radius of curvature of each helix of the bundle. Values above 40 nm are truncated. Note
that there are two pairs of helices that share the same curvature, therefore only four distinct
graphs are plotted.
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Figure 9.12: Positions of the junctions staples. At each of the four positions where the 6
helices bundle passes above itself, two staples (colored in green and red) connect the over-
lapping parts. The junctionless variants are obtained by cutting the crossovers connecting
the two parts, such as the ones circled in orange. For clarity, only the (flattened) scaffold (in
blue) and the junction staples are shown.

Figure 9.13: Positions of the three closing staples (in gray) binding both ends of the 6
double helices together. For clarity, only the scaffold and the closing staples are shown. The
scaffold is displayed using a “rainbow” color gradient to show the disconnected parts: The
closing staples links the red and pink regions to the yellow and green ones.
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(a) AFM images of the looped square origami
closed with linking staples (CJ variant).

(b) AFM images of the looped square origami
open with junction staples (OJ variant).

(c) AFM images of the closed and junctionless
variant of the looped square origami (CnoJ vari-
ant).

(d) AFM images of the open and junctionless vari-
ant of the looped square origami (OnoJ variant).

Figure 9.14: AFM images of unpurified samples of the looped square origami (2.5 µL
sample with 2.5 µL of 22mM Ni) annealed in TAE 1x with 12.5mM Mg at 5nM p7249 with
50nM staples at -1°C/5min from 65°C to 45°C. Annealing and imaging of the origami were
done by Nicolas Schabanel.
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(a) Electrophoresis gel and TEM images of the
looped square origami closed with linking staples
(CJ variant). Top right corner: 2D class averag-
ing.

(b) Electrophoresis gel and TEM images of the
looped square origami open with junction staples
(OJ variant).

(c) Electrophoresis gel and TEM images of the
closed and junctionless variant of the looped
square origami (CnoJ variant).

(d) Electrophoresis gel and TEM images of the
open and junctionless variant of the looped square
origami (OnoJ variant).

Figure 9.15: TEM images of purified samples of the looped square origami. The origami
was annealed in a Folding buffer (5mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, pH=8) with 12mM Mg using
100nM of scaffold and 500nM of staples. The folding ramp was: 15min at 65° C followed by
a descent from 60° C to 40° C at -1° C/hour.
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Figure 9.16: Realization of the various shapes observed in AFM images using plumber
pipes linked with 3/4-turns corners. We could not obtain other closed shapes with the
pipes. Note that the most twisted shapes could only be obtained in origami where staples in
the most twisted segments seem to be missing as pointed out by the yellow arrows. (Note
that the scale bar only apply to the AFM images.)
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Chapter 10

Routing spiraling helices around
shapes with 3D curvature

In this chapter, we develop a strategy for covering the surface of curved 3D shapes with
DNA helices. Previous work [HPN+11, FPNP+22], used concentric rings of DNA. While
this method allowed the successful assembly of 3D curved shapes, it suffers from several
limitations.

• The shapes that can be obtained by stacking concentric rings of DNA, are restricted to
revolution surfaces that feature an axial symmetry.

• The geometry of the DNA double helix limits the set of radii available for each layer.
Indeed, the radius must correspond to an integer number of full turns of the helix.
While this constraint can be relaxed for larger rings (see Section 8.2), it strongly limits
the set of possible radii in the smaller range.

• The DNA helix advances by discrete steps of about 30°. Since the successive layers
stacked in are parallel planes, the angle between them is restricted to the discrete set
of crossover angles [HPN+11].

• Since the radii of the rings are restricted to a discrete range, it is difficult to produce a
routing that uses exactly all the nucleotides of the scaffold.

The strategy that we develop in this chapter addresses these limitations by using long
spiraling DNA helices whose axis are not contained in a plane. Roughly speaking, the idea is
to “peel” the surface into an even number of closed ribbons (Figure 10.1).

The spiraling technique also gives us access to a continuous range of crossover angles and
the resulting helices are typically much longer: the origami we made use only between 2 and
6 helices that are all at least 1000 bp long. Long helices give us access to a continuous range
of revolution radii, because a slight tweak of their geometric parameters is needed to ensure
that they close properly (see Section 8.3 in Chapter 8).

This extends the class of constructible shapes by allowing the design of origami with
shapes that feature 3D curvatures such as the one shown on Figure 10.1.

Our spiraling technique is based on a parameterization of the surface by a revolution angle
θ ∈ [0, 2π] and a section parameter s ∈ [0, 1] (Figure 10.2).
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Figure 10.1: Peeling the shape of a surface into closed spiral. Notice that both sides of the
bottom panel each show one unique continuous spiral. Together these two spirals cover the
whole shape of a twisted torus.

10.1 Motivations and overview of the pipeline

Motivations. We designed our first origami with a 3D curvature before developing the
methods presented in this chapter. The origami had a shape of a twisted torus with an
elliptic section that was making half a turn in a revolution (see Figure 11.3). We called this
design a Möbius torus (see Section 11.2 in Chapter 11 for more details on this design and its
experimental assembly).

To design this origami, we manually derived the equation of the path of the helices (Fig-
ure 10.3), and optimized the geometric parameters of the shape so that the total length of the
helices matches the length of the p7560 scaffold. This manual optimization was a particularly
tedious process.

We then attempted to apply a similar method to design toruses with more twists. However,
using the paths that we derived by hand for the spiraling helices led to a routing where the
inter-helices distances was not uniform enough (Figure 10.4). While this was not detrimental
to the design of the Möbius, the variation in inter-helices distances was significant in the torus
with 5 half-twists (Figure 10.4). We therefore needed to find a way to balance the inter-helices
distances.

We also critically needed an automated pipeline to design a double-sphere origami. Our
first attempt was to design this shape with several modules, two spheres and two cylinders,
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(0,s)(θ,s)
s

s

(a) Sections of the surface (b) Spiraling path on the surface

Figure 10.2: Describing a path on a curved surface. We consider a function S : [0, 2π] ×
[0, 1] → [0, 1] so that for every revolution angle θ, S(θ, ·) is a closed curve (Panel a). Under
some conditions (see Section 10.2), these sections describe a closed surface when revolving
around an axis. In this example, S(θ, ·) is an ellipse rotated by an angle θ

2 so that the
resulting surface is a twisted torus. The surface S∗ can then be parameterized by a function
S∗ : [0, 2π]×[0, 1]→ R3 given by S∗(θ, s) = Qy(θ)(Rz+S(θ, s)) whereQy(θ) is the rotation of
angle θ around axis y and R is a constant called the revolution radius. We consider spiraling
paths along S∗ that are of the form Pi(t) = S∗(2πt, si(t)) (Panel b). The path is therefore
determined by the function si : [0, 1] → [0, 1]. The goal of this chapter is to construct the
functions si so that the associated spiraling paths are equally spaced along the sections.

Figure 10.3: Cover of the surface of a Möbius torus with two spirals. This covering is ob-
tained by having Pi progress at constant curvilinear speed along the sections (see Section 10.2).
We constructed this routing manually before implementing the automated methods presented
in this chapter.
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Figure 10.4: Applying the method described in Figure 10.3 to a more complex surface
lead to a routing with significant imbalances in the inter-helices distances. Here in the more
twisted region, the helices are almost intersecting each other while being further apart in the
flatter region.

(a) Our attempt to make a double-sphere with
several modules.

(b) The double-sphere shape seen as a revolu-
tion surface.

Figure 10.5: Using revolution surface to describe complex shapes. When dividing the
double sphere shapes into modules, we did not manage to connect them smoothly. Seeing
the double-sphere as a revolution surface allows using the pipeline that we describe in this
chapter instead.
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and to connect these modules by hand (Figure 10.5a). However, connecting the modules
appeared to be a challenging task. Moreover, the optimization of the geometric parameters
of this shape to match the scaffold length would certainly also have been difficult if not
impossible.

Our automatic pipeline allowed us to solve this issue by expressing the shape of the
double-sphere origami as a revolution surface with a ‘C’ shaped section (Figure 10.5b).

Overview of the chapter. We present a new technique that routes helices around a curved
surface with uniform inter helix distance.

In Section 10.2, we define twisted revolution surfaces and see how to route helices around
these shapes by having them follow a spiraling path that progresses at constant curvilinear
speed on the consecutive sections.

The spiralling paths that we construct are characterized by functions si that describe the
successive positions of the helices on the section of the surface (Figure 10.2). We then need
to construct these functions si so that the inter-helices distances are balanced.

We will see in Section 10.3 that this is a challenging task. Indeed, the inter-helices distance
depends on the angles at which the helices intersect the section plane passing through the
revolution axis, and that these angles varies continuously. We will address this problem by
introducing a spring system connecting the helices (Figure 10.6 B).

Finally, in Section 10.4, we explain see how we optimize the geometric parameters of
the shape so that the total length of the routed helices matches the desired scaffold length
(Figure 10.6 D).
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Figure 10.6: Slicing of a twisted torus into spirals. (A) Initial routing (Section 10.2): The
surface is split into ξ sections orthogonal to the revolution plane. Spirals are initialized to go
through points on those sections whose curvilinear abscissa grows linearly with the revolution
angle.
(B) Inter-helix spacing (Section 10.3): The spirals are seen as successions of mass on the
sections of the surface. A physical system containing springs connecting neighbouring points
along each section is simulated. The equilibrium length of each spring takes into account the
current angle at which the spiral intersects the corresponding section. During the relaxation
of the system, the points are constrained to their respective section.
(C)The path of each spiral is constructed by a Chebyshev interpolation of the position of the
points.
(D) The curve are discretized and their total length (in number of nucleotides) is computed. If
the total length does not match the objective, the revolution radius is adjusted (Section 10.4).
(E) Final routing of the helices with target total length
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Figure 10.7: Routing helices around untwisted revolution surface. When S is constant, it
is possible to cover the revolution surface with helices that stay at a constant height. This
corresponds to using constant functions si and leads to a helix routing made concentric circles
as introduced in [HPN+11].

10.2 Initial Routing

Our method can be applied to shapes that are obtained by revolving a closed section S around
a central axis. The revolving section does not need to be constant, which allows the creation of
shapes with 3D curvature. It however needs to have a constant perimeter because a constant
number of helices is used throughout the revolution.

The section of the shape can therefore be seen as function

S : [0, 2π]× [0, 1]→ R2.

We require that S be everywhere continuously differentiable and satisfies the following con-
straints:

(Constant perimeter:) ∃P ∈ R,∀θ ∈ [0, 2π],

∫ 1

0
S(θ, s)ds = P . (10.1)

(Closed section:) ∀θ ∈ [0, 2π], S(θ, 0) = S(θ, 1). (10.2)
∂S
∂s (θ, 0) =

∂S
∂s (θ, 1) (10.3)

(Closed shape:) ∀s ∈ [0, 1], S(0, s) = S(2π, s). (10.4)
∂S
∂θ (0, s) =

∂S
∂θ (2π, s) (10.5)

We will focus on the special case where S rotates on itself as it revolves around the central
axis, i.e. when S is of the form

S(θ, s) =
Å
cos (ωθ) − sin (ωθ)
sin (ωθ) cos (ωθ)

ã
S(0, s), (10.6)

where ω ∈ R is a parameter that must be chosen so that Equation (10.2) holds. This is for
example the case when ω is an integer, but if S is invariant by rotation by an angle 2π

m , then
ω can also be any integer multiple of 1

m .
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When S is of the form (10.6), we call the surface obtained by revolving S, a twisted
revolution surface.

Such a surface can be described by a function S∗ : [0, 2π] × [0, 1] → R3. This function is
given by

S∗(θ, s) = Qy(θ)(Rz+ S(θ, s)),

where R is a constant called the revolution radius and Qy(θ) =

Ñ
cos (θ) 0 sin (θ)

0 1 0
− sin (θ) 0 cos (θ)

é
is

the matrix representing the rotation of angle θ around the y (Figure 10.2).

Positioning equispaced points along the perimeter of the section. For now, we make
the hypothesis that the distance between the axis of neighboring helices can be measured in a
plane passing through the revolution axis. When routing helices around the shape, we want
this distance to be uniform and equal to a constant H. Typically, we take H = 2.65nm as
advised in [TLJ+17, WR11]. This implies that:

• the perimeter of the section must be equal to 2nH

• the helices must to trough points that are equispaced along the section.

In order to cover the perimeter of the section with helices, we will have the helices go
through points that are equally spaced along the section. For this reason, we define a section
S↔ obtained by performing a change of variable and a scaling on S:

S↔ :[0, 2π]× [0, 1]→ R2

(θ, t) 7→ 2Hn
P
S(θ, σθ(tP )), (10.7)

where P is the perimeter of the section defined in Equation (10.1) and σθ is the inverse
curvilinear abscissa of the function S(θ, ·) : s 7→ S(θ, s).

This change of variable ensures that for 0 ⩽ a ⩽ b ⩽ 1,∫ b

a

∥∥∥Ṡ↔(θ, t)
∥∥∥
2
dt = (b− a) · 2Hn,

which means that if S follows a “reasonable” trajectory, for n ∈ N, the points
S↔ (θ, 0) ,S↔

(
θ, 1

n

)
, . . . ,S↔

(
θ, n−1

n

)
are approximately equispaced along the section.

Routing spiraling helices around the surface One way to see methods that use con-
centric rings of DNA such as [HPN+11, FPNP+22] is to say that they are applied to shape
with a constant section, i.e. where S(θ, s) does not depend on θ. In that method, when n
helices are used to cover the surface of the shape obtained by revolving S around the y axis
with a revolution radius of R (see Figure 10.7), the path followed by the helix of index i is
given by

Pi(t) = S∗(2πt, si(t)), (10.8)

where si is a constant function si(t) = σ
(
i
nP
)
(Figure 10.7).
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In order to route spiraling helices around the shape, we slightly modify Equation (10.8)
by having the curvilinear abscissa of each point grow linearly with θ, and taking into account
the fact that S(θ, s) might depend on θ (Figure 10.2). The function si in Equation (10.8)
then becomes

si(t) = σ

ÅÅ
i

n
+ kt

ã
P

ã
, (10.9)

where k ∈ Z is the spirality parameter of the routing.

The parameter k influences the speed at which the spirals follow the perimeter of S
(Figure 10.2). The spirality parameter k also influences the angle at which the spiral intersect
the sections of the surface. Very positive or very negative values of k will lead to hitting angles
that are close to π/2. However, the smallest angles are not necessarily obtained when k is
null. In the case of twisted revolution surfaces, this spirality parameter can also be used to
“go against” the rotation of S, as illustrated in the last row of Figure 10.8.

Notice that, in general, it is not the case that Pi(0) = Pi(1). The consequence is that one
revolution does not correspond to a full closed path. Instead, Pi is connected to Pi+k(mod n)

which itself is connected to Pi+2k(mod n) etc. . .We call each Pi a segment of spiral. The
concatenation of consecutive segments of spiral eventually leads to a full closed spiral.

Influence of k on the number of segments in a spiral The number of segment in each
spiral, and therefore the number of spirals depends on k.

Property 3. When the surface is divided in n segments with siprality parameter k, the
number of segment in each spiral is equal to gcd(k, n)

Proof. Let d = gcd(k, n). It is sufficient to show that two segments Pi and Pj are on the
same spiral if and only if i = j (mod d).

Pi and Pj are on the same spiral if there exists q ∈ Z so that i+kq = j (mod n). In other
word,

∃p, q ∈ Z, i = j + kq + pn. (10.10)

Since d = gcd(k, n), by Bézout Theorem, there exists a, b ∈ Z so that d = ak + bn.

Therefore, if i = j (mod d), there exists c so that i = cd+ j = cak + cbn+ j and (10.10)
holds.

Reciprocally, since for k, p ∈ Z, d divide kq and pn, (10.10) implies that i = j (mod d).

10.3 Balancing the inter-helix distances

In our initial routing, Pi(t) progresses at constant curvilinear speed on the perimeter of S.
This is important. If Pi(t) were to progress by increasing linearly the section parameter
instead of the curvilinear abscissa, the resulting routing could have inter-helices distance be
heterogeneous (Figure 10.9).

When we defined the scaling factor in Equation 10.7, we implicitly made the hypothesis
that the distance between neighboring helices can be measured in a plane that is orthogonal
to the revolution plane. This does however not take into account the fact that the helices
follow spiraling paths and are, in general, not parallel to the revolution plane. In that case,
the angle at which the helices intersect the section plane must be taken into account in the
estimation of the inter-helix distance as shown in Figure 10.10.
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Figure 10.8: Influence on the spirality parameter k on the routing of the helices around a
revolution shape. n = 12 points have been placed at equispaced positions on the perimeter
of the section. For all the values of k illustrated here, gcd(k, 12) = 4. Each spiral is therefore
made of 4 segments and there are 12/4 = 3 spirals. Left column: Routing of one spiral seg-
ment. Middle column: Routing of one complete spiral, making 3 turns around the revolution
axis. Right column, routing of all the spirals around the shape. Notice that setting k to −4
helps “going against” the rotation of S and lead to spirals that are almost perpendicular to
the sections.
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Figure 10.9: Importance of having the spiral follow a linearly increasing curvilinear abscissa
as opposed to section parameter during their revolution. Routing made by having the
helices follow a linearly increasing section parameter (Left), have a more heterogeneous inter-
helix distance than routing made by having the curvilinear abscissa increase linearly (Right).

Figure 10.10: Estimating inter helix distance when the helices intersect the section in a
non-orthogonal way. Helices H1 and H2 intersect the section S at respectively the points
A and B. The orthogonal projection of A on H2’s axis is C. When the H1 and H2 are not

orthogonal to S the distance d between H1 and H2 is not equal to
∥∥∥−→AC∥∥∥

2
, and is better

estimated by the formula d ≃ 1
2 (∥AB∥2 + ∥AD∥2) =

1
2 (∥AC∥2 cos (α1) + ∥AC∥2 cos (α2)).
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When a helix H1 and H2 intersects S with an angle α1 and α2, the distance between
H1 and H2 can be estimated by the formula d(H1, H2) ≃ cos(α1)+cos(α2)

2 dS(H1, H2), where
dS(H1, H2) is the distance between H1 and H2 when measured along S. By construction,
in our initial routing we have dS(H1, H2) = H. If the angles α were constant through the
routing, we could rescale S by a factor 1

cos(α) and be done. However, in some shapes, α varies
too much to be reasonably approximated by a constant.

To overcome this problem, we run a physical simulation of a spring system that will modify
the trajectory of the spiral segments in order to improve the inter-helix distances. We also
keep track of a scaling constant K, initialized at K = 2nH

P , that we will update after each
relaxation of the system.

The spring system will act on specific points that correspond to the intersections of the
spiral segments with sections of the shape. The points will move on their corresponding
sections, and when equilibrium is reached, the scaling constant K will be updated according
to the average extension of the springs, before simulating the system again.

Note that, as the system evolves, the angle at which the helices intersect the sections of
the surfaces will also change, meaning that the equilibrium length of the springs is constantly
changing.

Description of the system We consider a constant number of sections ξ so that the i-
th section is Si = S (θi), where θi =

2iπ
ξ . For 0 ⩽ i < ξ and 0 ⩽ j < n, we call Ai,j the

intersection between the section Si and the segment of spiral Pj . We extend this notation by
writing

A−1,j = Aξ−1,j−k(mod n)(the last section of Pj is connected to the first section of Pj+k),

An,j = A0,j+k(mod n)(the first section of Pj is connected to the last section of Pj−k),

Ai,ξ = Ai,0, and

Ai,−1 = Ai,ξ−1.

The physical system that we simulate acts on the positions of the points Ai,j and consists
of:

• Linear springs between Ai,j and Ai,j+1 whose equilibrium length are given by

ℓi,j =
1

2

Å H
cos (αi,j)

+
H

cos (αi,j+1)

ã
,

where αi,j = arccos(
¨−−−−−−−−→
Ai−1,jAi+1,j

∣∣∣Qy(θi)z
∂
) is an approximation of the angle at which

Pj intersects Sj (recall that Qy(θ) is the matrix associated to the rotation of angle θ
around axis y).

These linear springs apply a force

F lin
i,j = klin

Ñ
1− ℓi,j∥∥∥−−−−−−→Ai,jAi,j+1

∥∥∥
2

é
−−−−−−→
Ai,jAi,j+1 (10.11)

on Ai,j , where klin is a constant, and the opposite of that force to Ai,j+1.
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• Torsion springs that try to minimize the angles ¤�Ai−1,jAi,jAi+1,j . These springs are
added to the system because we think that reducing the torsion within the DNA helices
should lead to less constrained structures.

These torsion springs apply a force

F tor
i,j = ktor

−−−−−−→
Ai,jAi+1,j −

−−−−−−→
Ai−1,jAi,j∥∥∥−−−−−−→Ai,jAi+1,j −
−−−−−−→
Ai−1,jAi,j

∥∥∥
2

(10.12)

on Ai,j where ktor is a constant, and half the opposite of that force to both Ai−1,j and
Ai+1,j .

• A normal reaction R from the sections that keeps Ai,j on S.

This means that the total force applied on Ai,j is given by

Fi,j = F lin
i,j − F lin

i,j−1 + F tor
i,j −

1

2
F tor
i−1,j −

1

2
F tor
i+1,j +R. (10.13)

We write F̂i,j the force applied on Ai,j minus the normal reaction:

F̂i,j = Fi,j −R.

Dynamics of the system. Before defining the dynamic of the system, we start by rescaling
the section by the average elongation of the linear springs. That is to say that we compute

Γ =
1

nξ

∑
0⩽i<ξ,0⩽j<n

∥∥∥−−−−−−→Ai,jAi,j+1

∥∥∥
2

ℓi,j

and rescale S by updating K:

K ← 1

Γ
K (10.14)

We then relax the system by computing an approximate solution of the differential equa-
tion ®

Σ(0) = Σ0

Σ̇(t) = f(Σ(t))
, (10.15)

where:
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• The state of the system is given by

Σ(t) =



s0,0(t)
s1,0(t)

...
sξ−1,0(t)
s0,1(t)

...
sξ−1,n−1(t)

v0,0(t)
v1,0(t)

...
vξ−1,0(t)
v0,1(t)

...
vξ−1,n−1(t)



,

where si,j is the section parameter associated to Ai,j i.e. the value so that
Ai,j = KS∗ (θi, si,j), and vi,j is the derivative of si,j with respect to time.

In our system, the point Ai,j is only allowed to move on its section, meaning that Ai,j

can be seen as a function of only si,j since θi is fixed. We write Ai,j = M(si,j), with

M(si,j) = KS∗ (θi, si,j)

• Σ(0) is given by si,j(0) = σθj
Ä
j
n + k i

ξ

ä
(the value that we used in the initial routing)

and vi,j(0) = 0.

• The dynamics of Σ is defined by

f(Σ(t)) =



v0,0(t)
v1,0(t)

...
vξ−1,0(t)
v0,1(t)

...
vξ−1,n−1(t)

a0,0(t)
a1,0(t)

...
aξ−1,0(t)
a0,1(t)

...
aξ−1,n−1(t)



, (10.16)
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where ai,j is the second derivative of si,j with respect to time. To express ai,j , notice
that

d2M

dt2
=

d

dt

Å
dM

dt

ã
=

d

dt

Å
dM

ds

ds

dt

ã
=

d2M

ds2

Å
ds

dt

ã2

+
dM

ds

d2s

dt2

=
d2M

ds2
v2i,j +

dM

ds
ai,j .

Now, assume that all points have the same mass m. If Fi,j is the total force applied to
Ai,j , Newton’s first law gives

Fi,j

m
=

d2M

dt2

Fi,j

m
=

d2M

ds2
v2i,j +

dM

ds
ai,j

ai,j
dAi,j

dsi,j
=

Fi,j

m
− d2M

ds2
v2i,j≠

ai,j
dM

ds

∣∣∣∣dMds
∑
=

Æ
F̂i,j

m
− d2M

ds2
v2i,j

∣∣∣∣∣dMds
∏

(⋆)

ai,j =
1∥∥dM
ds

∥∥2
2

Ñ¨
F̂i,j

∣∣∣dMds ∂
m

−
Æ
d2M

ds2
v2i,j

∣∣∣∣∣dMds
∏é

. (10.17)

Note that (⋆) holds because R is normal to the section so
〈
R
∣∣∣dMds 〉 = 0.

Simulation of the system In order to simulate the spring system, i.e. solve the
ODE (10.15), we use an ODE solver from the third-party mathru[Eih] library. This solver
simply takes as input the initial state Σ0, and the function f defined in Equation (10.16). To
implement f , we can compute ai,j using Equation (10.17). This requires that we compute
the first and second derivative of M with respect to s. These derivatives are approximated
numerically using the relations

dM

ds
≃ KQy(θi)

S(θi, s+ ε)− S(θi, s)
ε

d2M

ds2
≃ KQy(θi)

S(θi, s− ε) + S(θi, s+ ε)− 2S(θi, s)
ε2

for a value of ε arbitrarily set at 10−6. We also need to compute F̂i,j which we derive from
Equations (10.13), (10.11) and (10.12).

Using the solver, we solve the ODE (10.15) on the intervals [0, T ], [T, 2T ],
. . . ,[(N − 1)T,NT ] where N ∈ N and T > 0 are parameters of the simulation. We then
compute the average extensions of the linear springs in Σ(NT ), and rescale S again by up-
dating K as in (10.14).
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Representation of equilibrated paths The inter-helix distances equilibrating process
is considered to be done when the length of all the linear springs is close enough to the
equilibrium length. The path of each segment is therefore given by

Pj(t) = KQy(2πt)[S (2πt, s̃j(t)) +Rz],

where s̃j is, for efficiency reasons, a Chebyshev interpolation of the set
¶Ä

i
ξ , si,j

ä©
i
.

Final care is required in order to concatenate these paths into closed spirals. In the initial
routing, we had constructed the paths so that Pj(1) = P(j+k)(mod n). There is however no
reason for this equality to still hold now that the definition of Pj depends on s̃j .

To fix this we chose a smoothening parameter a, and in the interval [m− a,m+ a] the
coordinate of the j-th spiral Πj is obtained by a Bézier-like linear interpolations of Pj+(m−1)k

and Pj+mk (Figure 10.11):

Πj(t) =


1+{t}
2a Pj+k⌊t⌋({t}) +

Ä
1− 1+{t}

2a

ä
Pj+k(⌊t⌋−1)(1− {t}) if {t} < a

{t}−1−a
2a Pj+k⌊t⌋({t}) +

Ä
1− {t}−1−a

2a

ä
Pj+k(⌊t⌋+1)(1− {t}) if {t} > 1− a

Pj+k⌊t⌋({t}) otherwise,

10.4 Adjustments of the revolution radius to the desired scaf-
fold length

When making a DNA origami, one is limited to a discrete set of scaffold lengths. Commercially
available scaffold strands have a length of either 7249, 7560 or 8064 nucleotides, and while
various methods exist to produce scaffold strand of other lengths, these methods have much
lower yields [BSV+20].

This means that it is critical for the designer to control the number of nucleotides that is
required to assemble their design. In the case of twisted revolution surfaces, the total length
of the helices can be adjusted by increasing of decreasing the revolution radius.

Manually adjusting the revolution radius so that the total number of base pairs in the
routed helices matches the desired scaffold length would be a tedious process requiring a lot
of trials and error. This is why we chose to automatize this process in ENSnano.

Once the initial routing is computed (Section 10.2) and the inter-helix distances have been
equilibrated (Section 10.3), we compute the sum of the lengths of the spirals and deduce the
total number of nucleotides N in the routed helices.

If this number is different from the desired scaffold length N∗, the revolution radius is
multiplied by N∗

N
1. We then equilibrate the inter-helix distances again and repeat until the

total length in nucleotides matches the scaffold length. If, after an iteration, N is close
enough to N∗, the user can also choose to stop the radius optimization procedure and keep
the current value of R. In that case, ENSnanoadjusts geometric parameters of the helices
(Section 8.2) so that the routed helices have the correct number of nucleotides. This means
that the nucleotides positions around the helices will be generated using a modified rise value
∆′ so that ∆′ ≃ N

N∗∆. In practice this changes the helicity and rise by a few tenths of percent.

1This is probably not the optimal choice since the total length of the helices is an affine function and not
a linear one.
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Figure 10.11: Concatenating two curves by linear interpolation. The graphs of f and
g cannot be directly concatenated into a continuous function. To overcome this, we set a
smoothening parameter a (in this case, a = 0.1) and the concatenated function h is defined as
being equal to f on the left of 1−a and to g on the right of 1+a. On the interval [1−a, 1+a],

h(x) is given by h(x) = uf(x) + (1− u)g(x), where u = x−(1−a)
2a .

When designing the origami that will be presented in the next structure, we always let
the radius optimization procedure run to completion which takes less than a few minutes.
However, we think that the radius optimization process could reasonably be stopped when
N ∈ [0.99N∗, 1.01N∗].
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Chapter 11

Experimental validations: design
and assembly of origami with
complex 3D curvatures

11.1 Design of twisted revolution surfaces in ENSnano

11.1.1 Routing the helices

Describing the surface. In ENSnano, twisted revolution surfaces are created in the Rev-
olution Tab (see Chapter 6). The Revolution Tab allows the user to choose the section S,
the available options are:

• An ellipse. In that case the user can input the major and minor axis of the ellipse.

• A ’C’ shaped section, made of two concentric half circles connected by a straight line.
This shape generates a double sphere when revolving on itself (see Figure 10.5b). The
user can choose the inner and outer radii, as well as the length between the two half
circles.

• A closed Bézier curve drawn by the user (see Section 9.2).

In addition to the section, the user can choose the number of half turns that the section
will make during a revolution, and a revolution radius. Note that the revolution radius R is
defined as follows: If R ⩽ 0 (resp. R ⩾ 0), then |R| is the distance from the leftmost (resp.
rightmost) point of the section to the revolution axis.

The revolution radius can be entered in the Revolution Tab, or the revolution axis can be
grabbed and moved in the 3D view (Figure 11.1). If the revolution axis in moved inside the
section, the corresponding revolution surface is considered to be invalid.

Setting up the routing parameters. The section, number of half turns per revolution
together with the revolution radius, define the shape of the twisted revolution surface, which
is drawn live in the 3D view. Since a DNA origami uses a fixed given number of nucleotides,
the shape will need to be rescaled. The length of the scaffold is also entered by the user. The
number of spiral segments (see Chapter 10) that are used for routing the helices is calculated
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Figure 11.1: Creating twisted revolution surfaces with ENSnano’s interface. 1: Select the
shape of the section and adjust its geometric parameters. 2: Set the number of half turns
per revolution. 3: Grab and move the revolution axis. 4: Set the target scaffold length.
5: Choose the number of spirals and set the spirality parameter k. If the desired number
of spirals does not divide the number of spiral segments, this can be fixed by adjusting the
revolution radius. 6: Start the routing process.

so that in the initial routing, the total number of nucleotides is close enough to the target
scaffold length.

Once the number of spiral segments is fixed, the user can choose the total number of
spirals, and if this number divides the number of spiral segments, the user can choose the
spirality parameter k among those who gives the desired number of spirals.

Finally, press the start button to initiate the whole helices routing process described in
Chapter 10. Figure 11.1 summarizes how to set up the routing of helices around twisted
revolution surfaces in ENSnano.

Aborting/Interrupting the radius optimization process. In the best case scenario,
after several steps of optimization of the section scaling parameter and revolution radius (see
Chapter 10), a routing that matches exactly the desired scaffold length is found. In that case
the routing process stops and DNA helices are created that follow the computed routes.

As it is a possibly non-convex optimization system, we cannot provide convergence guar-
antees. Alternatives to the above best case scenario are:

• Slowly converging or endless radius optimization process. Sometimes, the radius
optimization process may be stuck at a point where the total number of nucleotides
in the current routing is closed to the target but does not exactly match it. When the
current number of nucleotides is close enough to the target, it is possible to interrupt
the radius optimization process by pressing the “Finish” button. In that case, the rise
of the helices will be slightly adjusted so that the total number of nucleotides in the final
routing matches the target. As discussed in Chapter 10, we believe that it is safe to
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interrupt the radius optimization process if the current number of nucleotides is within
1% of the target length (that is off by ∼70-80 nts).

• Collapsing/Explosion of the shape. Sometimes the helices are so twisted that reducing
the revolution radius increases the number of nucleotides in the helices. When that
happen the shape will eventually collapse on itself and the routing process will give no
satisfying results. It may also happen that the physics engine that equilibrate the inter
helices distances diverge, leading to an “explosion” or collapsing of the shape. In these
cases, the simulation can be aborted using the “Abort” button. Adjusting the spirality
parameter or the revolution radius may increase the probability of success of the routing
process.

11.1.2 Editing the design

2D representation of twisted revolution surfaces. In order to create a 2D embedding
of the helices routed around twisted revolution surfaces, we apply a strategy similar to the
one we use for curved bundle of helices. Each segment of spiral follows a path [0, 1] → R3,
and each time t ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to a section of the surface. Therefore, we also ensure
that each section is mapped to vertically aligned cells in the 2D view. As for curved bundle,
the width of the cell representing each nucleotide n depends on the value wn = tfn+1 − tfn

where tfi is defined in Equation (8.4) in Section 8.1. As an example, Figure 11.2 shows the
2D representation of a twisted torus design (see Section 11.2).

Navigating the 3D camera around a twisted revolution surface. ENSnano takes
advantage of the parametrization of twisted revolution surface to offer an easy way to navigate
the 3D camera around them. To navigate around the surface with the camera, double-click
on a nucleotide, hold the Shift key and drag the mouse while holding the middle button.
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(a) Shape (b) Scaffold route

(c) Front view (d) Top view

(e) Three-quarters view (f) Three-quarters view (filled helices)

Figure 11.3: The Möbius torus design. The shape of this design is that of a twisted revolution
surface with an elliptic section that makes half a turn in one revolution.
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11.2 Experimental validations

Using ENSnano’s pipeline, we created several designs with complex 3D curvatures. If most
design folded properly on the first try, a few did not. When this happened, we always managed
to fixed faulty designs by only redesigning the route of the scaffold strand, without touching
the staples or making any changes in the geometry of the shape. This confirmed that the
geometric model of ENSnano was not at cause, and provided some insights on what consitutes
a good scaffold routing strategy.

In the first part of this section we only present the result that were obtained with the
final versions of our design. We will discuss the few faulty designs and the strategy that we
employed to fix the scaffold routes in Subsection 11.2.4.

11.2.1 Möbius torus

Our first origami with 3D curvature is a twisted revolution object whose sections are ellipses
(Figure 11.3a). In a full revolution around the center of the shape, the section is rotated by
half a turn. The resulting shape is that of a supercoiled tube closed on itself (Figure 11.3a)
that we call a Möbius torus. We chose to use an elliptic section instead of a circular one to
create an asymmetry that would hopefully be visible when imaging the origami. On one side
of the central hole, the toric shape would be thin and tall, while being thick and small on the
opposite side.

Note that we designed the Möbius torus origami before developing the more general con-
cept of twisted revolution surfaces and the automatic pipeline presented in Chapter 10. The
revolution radius was therefore optimized manually to use the p7560 scaffold.

Assembly and characterization Nicolas Schabanel (NS) annealed the Möbius torus
origami and produced AFM images of non purified samples (Figure 11.4).

NS annealed the Möbius torus origami in 1× TAE with 12.5 mM MgCl2 using 5nM of
p7560 scaffold and 50 nM of staple strands. The annealing ramp was −1° C/5min from 65° C
to 45° C.

Allan Mills (AM) annealed the Möbius torus, and produced TEM images of samples that
were purified on 1% agarose gel (Figure 11.5). AM annealed the Möbius torus origami in
1× TAE with 12mM MgCl2 using 20nM of p7560 scaffold and 200nM of staple strands. The
annealing ramp was: hold 15 min at 65° C, then descent from 60° C to 40° C at −1° C/2h.

The Möbius torus origami was also characterized by Cryogenic electron microscopy, the
collected data allowed to reconstruct the 3D structure of the origami (Figure 11.6). Here is
the list of microscope that were used:

Microscopes from the Cryo-Electron Microscopy CBS facility, Montpellier, France:

• LaB6 microscope working at 120kV, equipped with a GATAN One View camera.

• Cryo Transmission Electron Microscope JEOL 2200FS FEG operating at 200 kV
equipped with a GATAN direct detector K3 camera. The CBS is a member of the
French Infrastructure for Integrated Structural Biology (FRISBI), a national infras-
tructure supported by the French National Research Agency (ANR-10-INBS-05).

Microscopes from the Cryo-Electron Microscopy C0re facility Brno, Czech Republic:
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• Talos Arctica – 200 kV high-end transmission electron microscope equipped with Ceta
camera, Falcon 3EC direct electron detector, and post-GIF K2 direct electron detector
(Bioquantum 967).

• Titan Krios - 300kV high-end transmission electron microscope aligned for fringe free
imaging (FFI) and equipped with Volta phase plate (VPP), Falcon 3EC direct electron
camera, energy filter with K3 direct electron detector (Bioquantum 1067).
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(a) AFM image of a 2.5µL unpurified sample
with 2.5µL of 22 mM NiCl2.

(b) AFM images of “exploded” Möebius
origami, revealing the underlying structure

Figure 11.4: AFM images of the Möbius torus origami. The origami were annealed and
imaged by Nicolas Schabanel.

(a) Electrophoresis and TEM image of a purified sample (b) 2D class
averaging

Figure 11.5: TEM characterization of Möbius torus origami. Annealing and TEM images
by Allan Mills.
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(a) 2D class averaging

(b) 3D view of the design in ENSnano

(c) 3D reconstruction from high resolution Cryo-EM data.

Figure 11.6: High resolution Cryo-EM images of the Möbius torus origami.
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11.2.2 Toruses with higher number of twists

After developing our automatic pipeline for routing helices around twisted revolution surfaces,
we designed 5 additional origami with the shape of twisted toruses. These origami are twisted
revolution surfaces with an elliptic section that makes between 2 and 6 twists (half rotations)
on itself in a revolution (Figure 11.7). In all the toruses design, the section is an ellipse whose
major axis is twice as long as the minor axis. The revolution radius of all the design was
optimized to use a p7560 scaffold. The geometric parameters of each twisted torus can be
found in Table 11.1.

# twist # spiral segments spirality # spirals Ellipse minor axis Revolution radius

2 18 k − 4 2 5.06 nm 21.13 nm
3 16 k = −6 2 4.54 nm 23.48 nm
4 16 k = −10 2 4.78 nm 22.20 nm
5 14 k = −5 2 4.35 nm 24.45 nm
6 14 k = −12 2 4.46 nm 24.00 nm

Table 11.1: Geometric parameters of the twisted toruses design.

Optimization of the folding protocol. Julie Finkel (JF) performed several rounds of
annealing and gel electrophoresis to identify an optimal folding protocol for the torus with 6
twists.

The optimal folding conditions were in 1× TAE with 18 mM MgCl2 using 20 mM p7560
scaffold and 200 mM of staple strands. The folding ramp was: Hold 15 min at 65° C then
fast descent from 65° C to 55° C at −1°/10min then slower descent from 55° C to 20° C at
−1° C/1h. JF also followed this optimized protocol for the toruses with 2,3 and 4 twists.

This protocol was however not optimal for folding the torus with 5 twists. After several
other rounds of annealing and gel electrophoresis, JF identified the following protocol for
folding the 5-twists torus: fold in 1× TAE with 18 mM MgCl2 with 5 nM p7560 scaffold with
50 nM staple strands. The folding ramp was 15 min hold at 65° C followed by a fast descent
from 60° C to 40° C at −1° C/10min. Compared to all the other annealing protocol that
are used in the section, this one uses significantly lower concentrations of scaffold and staple
strands. This is because we believe that at higher concentration, staples have a tendency to
bind to several scaffold strands, creating undesired multimeric assemblies. We discuss this
further in Subsection 11.2.4.

Characterization JF purified the 2,3,4,5 and 6-twists toruses on 1% agarose gel and imaged
them with TEM (Figure 11.8).
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(a) Shape of the designs.

(b) Scaffold routings

(c) 3D view of the design in ENSnano

(d) 3D view of the design (filled hellices)

Figure 11.7: The 2-,3-,4-,5- and 6-twists torus designs. The shapes of these designs are
twisted revolution surfaces with an elliptic section that makes between 2 and 6 half-turns in
a revolution.
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(a) 2-twists torus (b) 3-twists torus (c) 4-twists torus

(d) 5-twists torus (e) 6-twists torus

Figure 11.8: Electrophoresis gel, and TEM characterization of the twisted toruses origami.
The origami were annealed and characterized by Julie Finkel.
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(a) Shape of the designs

(b) Helices routing of the double-
sphere V1

(c) Helices routing of the double-
sphere V2

(d) Section of the double-sphere V1 (e) Section of the double-sphere V2

Figure 11.9: The double-sphere designs. These designs consist of two concentric spheres
linked by a tubular junction. They can be seen as a revolution surface whose section has the
shape of a ‘C’.
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(a) Double-sphere V1 (b) Double-sphere V1

Figure 11.10: Gel electrophoresis and TEM characterization of the double-sphere origami.
The origami were annealed and characterized by Julie Finkel.

11.2.3 Double-sphere origami

Using our automated pipeline for revolution surfaces, we designed origami whose shape was
made of two concentric shapes linked by a tubular section (Figure 11.9).

This shape can be seen as a revolution surface whose section has a ‘C’ shape with two
half-circles connected by two segments (Figure 11.9a).

We made two versions of this shape, one with 2 spirals that we call the double-sphere V1
(Figure 11.9b), and one with 4 spirals (Figure 11.9c) that we call the double-sphere V2. Using
4 spirals in the double-sphere V2 allowed to create a design with a thinner tubular section
without imposing the helices to have a small radius of curvature.

Annealing and characterization. JF annealed the double-sphere V1 origami in 1× TAE
with 18 mM MgCl2 using 20 nM p8064 scaffold and 200 nM of staple strands. The folding
ramp was 15 min hold at 65° C followed by a fast descent from 60° C to 40° C at −1° C/10min.

JF annealed the double-sphere V2 origami with almost the same protocol. The only
difference is that the optimal MgCl2 concentration for annealing this design appeared to be
16 mM.

JF characterized both double-sphere origami by TEM after purification on 1% agarose gel
(Figure 11.10).
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11.2.4 Discussion on the importance of scaffold routing

Möbius torus. Our first version of the Möbius torus was designed with the goal of mini-
mizing the number of crossovers along the scaffold strand. This design had only one double
crossover on the scaffold strand (Figure 11.11a) and failed to fold.

Here is how we interpreted this failure: because of the scaffold route that we used, almost
all staples of the design were complementary to two very distant domains on the scaffold
(Figure 11.11b, Left). This means that almost no constrains were exerted on the scaffold
strand to adopt a spiraling shape. We now believe that for this first design to fold correctly,
the scaffold strand need to make the right number of turn before the staple start to attach
which is extremely unlikely.

We therefore redesigned the scaffold route to avoid binding domains that should be several
turns away (Figure 11.11b, Right). We notably chose the scaffold route so that the scaffold
strand went through a crossover at every turn of the spiral. Note only the scaffold routing
was redesigned. We did not modify the 3D helices routings or redesign the staple strands.

Toruses with 3 and 5 twists. The first version of the 5-twist torus was difficult to fold.
Gel electrophoresis revealed that only a tiny proportion of the origami folded correctly, most
of the strands aggregating in a band close to the well (Figure 11.12b).

Gel electrophoresis of the first version of the 3-twists torus revealed the existence of two
species of assembly. TEM images of the most abundant one revealed that during the folding
process, undesired multimeric assemblies were formed (Figure 11.13b). This was likely due to
some staple strands binding several scaffold strands, instead of several domains of one single
scaffold strand. We did not image such multimeric assemblies for the 5-twist torus, but we
assumed that a similar phenomenon was inferring with its assembly.

We managed to significantly reduce the tendency of the 3-twists torus to form multimet-
ric assembly by redesigning the scaffold route (Figure 11.13a). The crossovers of the scaffold
strand were aligned on straight cuts in order to prevent the appearance of “finger-like” pat-
terns that we assumed to increase the probability of multimerisation.

The 5-twists torus design was improved by increasing the density of crossovers in the
scaffold strand. As for the Möbius torus, our goal was to keep domains on of the scaffold
strand as straight as possible between two crossovers. However, due to geometric constrains
we were not able to organize the crossovers in straight cuts as we did for the 3-twists torus.
This may explain why it was more difficult to find good folding conditions for this design
than for the other ones.

Double-sphere origami. Images of our first version of the 4 spirals double-sphere origami
revealed structures presumably made of four half-spheres concatenated in various configura-
tions (Figure 11.14a), that is: the desired structure cut open in halves.

We postulated that this was due to the fact that the outer hemispheres were folding first,
and that there was not enough constraint to force the concavity of the outer hemisphere to
be on a specific side, leading to stable shapes with four hemispheres liked in a “necklace”.

We therefore redesigned the scaffold route so that the crossover would cut the outer sphere
in four parts (Figure 11.14b). With this new scaffold route, the proportion of correctly folded
origami increased significantly.

In conclusion, we found that the topological and geometric constrains exerted by the
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scaffold route can significantly impact the foldability of the origami. This can be put in per-
spective with other studies on scaffold routing e.g. [KBV+12, DDO+15, DDB+15, SMD19].
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(a) Scaffold routes

(b) Representation of the scaffold’s domains bound by each staple strand.

Figure 11.11: Importance of the scaffold route for the Möbius torus design. a: The two
scaffod route that we tried. b: Representation of the scaffold’s domains bound by each staple
strands. The circle represent the scaffold strand. Each domain of a staple is represented by an
arc oposing its complementary region on the scaffold. The domains of a staple are connected
by chords that represents the crossovers of the staple.
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(a) Initial scaffold routing of the 5-twist torus (b) Gel electrophoresis of the origami in the
initial design

(c) Corrected scaffold routing of the 5-twists
torus

(d) TEM characterization of the corrected de-
sign

Figure 11.12: The two scaffold route for the 5-twists torus. In the first routing (Panel a),
the scaffold route makes only two cuts in the surface. This scaffold route does not constrain
the shape enough and only a few origami fold correctly. We redesigned the scaffold route so
that the scaffold strand always meets a crossover before making a full turn on the section
(Panel c) this significantly improved the yield (Panel 11.12d).
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(a) The two scaffold routes

(b) TEM images of the origami

Figure 11.13: The two scaffold routes that we tried for the 3-twists torus. On the left, the
scaffold’s crossovers are not aligned. This may lead to the formation of finger-like patterns,
grabbing finger from other origamis, that would explain the formation of multimeric struc-
tures. We fixed the design by aligning the scaffold’s crossovers on sections.
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(a) First scaffold route with only two cuts on the outer sphere.

(b) Second scaffold route with four cuts on the outer sphere.

Figure 11.14: The two scaffold routes that we tried for the double-sphere V2
origami.a: This first route had only two cuts on the outer sphere and lead to various shapes
made of 4 concatenated hemispheres. b: The design was fixed by having the scaffold route
separate the outer sphere in 4 parts instead of two.
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Conclusion and perspectives

The primary objective of our work was to set the basis for a complete GUI based platform
for designing high fidelity 3D DNA nanostructures. The current version of ENSnano is close
enough to that goal as it allowed us to fully design several complex DNA origami without
using any other software during the process. Compared to standard design methods, we
believe that ENSnano offers a significant simplification of the design pipeline.

Summary of contributions

In Part II, we developed a hierarchical data structure for representing DNA origami. This
data structure is based on the concept of grids to group parallel helices. Grids in ENSnano
significantly ease the design of modular structures. Like other software (cadnano, scadnano)
we separate the topology of the design from its geometric structure in a dedicated 2D view.
ENSnano however stands out by transparently exposing the geometry of the design via a 3D
view.

We also developed an integrated physics engine to automatically adjust the roll of the
helices, perform quick stability tests and infer the geometry of cadnano designs.

All this was implemented in the first version of our software ENSnano. ENSnano offers
both 2D and 3D views of the design. The 2D interface is inspired from cadnano’s and allows
to seamlessly edit the topology of the design. The 3D interface is used to visualize and edit
the geometry of the design. It is also well suited to perform some operations that require
information about the 3D position of nucleotides like creating crossovers between non-parallel
or curved helices. The 2D and 3D view of the design are fully synchronized: modifications of
the design made in one view are immediately visible in the other one.

We concluded Part II by an experimental validation of our software. To do so, we
designed in ENSnano an origami made of two non-parallel layers and successfully annealed
it, without prior validation from an external physics simulation software.

In Part III, we developed a new geometric model for curved DNA helices. This model
based on a “lazily adaptive frame” algorithm allows to generate the 3D positions of
nucleotides in DNA helices with arbitrary 3D curved axis.

In order to design curved DNA origami in ENSnano, we first designed an interface for
creating curved bundle of helices with the shape of Bézier curves. This allowed us to design in
ENSnano a 6-helices bundle origami with the shape of a looped square . This origami was
successfully annealed, and several variants of it were tried. Characterization of the variants of
the design showed that the crossover pattern that we designed with ENSnano was enough
to constrain locally the curvature of the design. However, special staples were required to
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globally enforce the desired shape, which seems anyway unavoidable as demonstrated by
our plumber pipes experiment.

Our final contribution is a spiral-based method for routing DNA helices around twisted
revolution surfaces. This method relies on a physics system to balance inter-helices distances
and a radius optimization procedure that outputs a routing whose total length matches ex-
actly the desired scaffold length. Using this method, we designed a series of design with 3D
curvature: twisted toruses whose section makes between 1 and 6 half rotations in a revolution,
and shapes made of two concentric spheres linked together by a thin tubular junction. These
designs with unprecedentedly complex shapes were successfully annealed and characterized.

Again, all these origami were designed entirely in ENSnano, without relying on physics
simulation software for validation. Their successful assembly is a strong evidence of the
validity of our model for curved DNA.

Future work

Our long term goal for ENSnano is to provide a versatile tool for the design of DNA nanos-
tructures.

Throughout this work, we have demonstrated the efficiency of ENSnano’s interface and
the reliability of its geometric model of DNA. However, our software could still benefit from
several features that would make it more powerful and versatile.

Automation tools. Several software such as cadnano, offer automatic staples generation
algorithms. This feature is, currently, notably absent from ENSnano. We believe that a
simple local search approach should be enough for that purpose, and we hope to be able to
implement one in ENSnano very soon. We also want to stress that, in our opinion, automatic
strands generation algorithms should only be used together with a correct geometric model of
DNA. Otherwise, the outputs needs to be adjusted anyway, using feedbacks from simulations
software or experimental results.

Generating automatically a scaffold route seems however to be a more challenging task.
There exists several software that offer automatic scaffolding, these are however always only
applicable to specific classes of shape. Software from the deadalus suite are restricted to
wireframe origami, MagicDNA only deals with design made of concatenated bundles, and
DNAxis is restricted to axially symmetric structures. Moreover, the outputs of these software
often needs to be re-imported in cadnano for manual adjustment.

Among the issues that need to be addressed by a general-purpose automatic scaffolding
algorithm is a way to evaluate the quality of the proposed routing. As discussed in Chap-
ter 11, an important criterion seems to be the distribution of the distance between the scaffold
domains bound by individual staples. A high-enough crossover density on the scaffold strand
seem to be required in order to enforce enough geometric constraints. Moreover, it seems that
crossovers on the scaffold strand have a collaborative effect when it comes to preventing mul-
timerisation of origami during folding. Looking at each crossover individually may therefore
not be enough, and global constraints may be required to express evaluation criteria for the
scaffold routing. A general purpose scaffolding algorithm should therefore take into account
geometric and topological constraints as well.
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Multiple design in one file. In Chapter 9, we designed several variants of a single origami.
Currently, each of these variants needs to be stored in its specific file. Implementing a layering
system in ENSnano would allow to “factor” these variants in a single file. The strands shared
by all variants would belong to the base layer while variant-specific strands would live in their
own layer.

Such a layer-based organization of the design would also allow to automatically organize
the 96-wells plates of staples in a way that makes it easy for the experimentalist to mix the
staples corresponding to the desired variant.

Sequence generation for non-scaffolded designs. Generating the sequences of the sta-
ples in a DNA origami is trivial, as they can simply be deduced from the sequence of their
complementary domains on the scaffold.

Generating sequences for the strands of a non-scaffolded design is more difficult. This
is because big sets of strands may contain pairs of strands that were not designed to be
complementary but have an “accidentally” high affinity for each other.

Our current plan is to extend ENSnano’s data structure with a notion of subdivision of
strands into abstract domains. These abstract domains would each belong to some “domain
family” having its own constraints (affinity with other family, orthogonality etc...). This
division into abstract domains would be independent of the region of virtual helices that serve
as support for the strand, and we would use this domain-based representation to generate
inputs for specialized sequence generators.

Automatic layout of the 2D view. The possibility to freely organize the 2D view facili-
tates the design of structures with non-parallel layers.

It is however not always easy to manually find an ergonomic organization of the 2D view.
The optimal organization of the 2D view may also depend on the specific region of the design
that is being edited.

The designer experience may be greatly improved by the possibility to automatically
organize the 2D view of a set of helices. Being able to save several organizations and to
quickly change from one to another is also a desirable feature.

Possible leads to develop these features include the use of stereographic projections to
map the 3D coordinates of the helices to 2D, and the use of linear programming to organize
the helices so that their 2D representations do not collide.

Design of single-stranded domains In multi-components design, single stranded
“bridges” of DNA are sometimes used to connect the different component of a de-
sign [TPQ17a, TPQ17b]. It would be helpful to have a way to automatically create those
single-stranded connections with the correct length. This could be done by using ENSnano’s
geometric model to compute the physical distance between the two connection points and
infer the appropriate number of nucleotides between them.

Improvement to the stability testing features The simulations of single stranded loops
or connections by our physics engine could be improved to assist the designer in designing
multi-components structures.

It would be helpful to extend the model of our physics engine developed in Chapter 5 to
include fluctuations at nick that would highlight open seam within a DNA origami that are
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left open instead of being properly connected by bridges staples.
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